



BRIAN BERGER, WASHINGTON

Kistler Aerospace Corp. will
lay off the majority of its 25
employees by the end of

October after its main financial
benefactor opted to pull the plug
on the company, which has spent
over a decade and some $500 mil-
lion trying to develop a reusable
rocket.

Blaming NASA’s sluggish fol-
low-through on a pledge to buy
space station resupply services
from the private sector, Douglas
Teitelbaum, director of corporate
bailout specialist Bay Harbour
Management LLC, said he was
“radically reducing” his invest-
ment in the Kirtland, Wash.-based
company.

Kistler emerged from Chapter
11 bankruptcy in March after New
York-based Bay Harbour agreed
to provide $15 million in financ-
ing to get Kistler back into the
business of building its reusable K-
1 rocket.

The K-1 was conceived in the
early 1990s as a low-cost alterna-
tive to expendable rockets for
launching small low Earth-orbit-
ing satellites. More recently,
Kistler has shifted its focus to the
government market, repackag-
ing the K-1 as a reusable cargo
carrier for the international
space station.

Teitelbaum, Kistler’s control-
ling creditor, told Space News Sept.
27 that he was done waiting for
NASA to make good on its pledge
to buy space station resupply serv-
ices from the private sector. “I’m
not in the business of throwing
money down a rat hole while the
government tries to organize itself
to decide whether or not it can ac-
complish what [President George
W. Bush] directed it to do,” Teitel-
baum said.

After a meeting of Kistler’s
board of directors Sept. 30, Randy
Brinkley, the company’s chief ex-
ecutive officer, said Teitelbaum’s
decision will force Kistler to lay off
the majority of its staff in the
weeks ahead. Brinkley said Kistler
has been talking to other poten-
tial investors and would continue

to do so. He said there were no im-
mediate plans to dissolve up the
company and sell off its assets.

“We are not taking any irre-
versible actions,” Brinkley said.
“We are maintaining at this point
in time all our material with our
subcontractors and our sub-
sidiaries in Australia.”

Most, if not all, of Kistler’s K-
1 hardware resides with its sub-
contractors. Kistler has two sub-
sidiaries in Australia that were
established to operate the K-1
out of the country’s Woomera
launch range.

Teitelbaum’s money has been
critical to keeping Kistler’s doors
open while it pursues NASA
business.

“While I don’t like laying peo-
ple off and shutting down opera-
tions, I just can’t keep tossing
money at this thing with nothing

in sight,” Teitelbaum said. “Can-
didly, I told NASA this. I said, ‘if I
don’t get to a decision soon I am
going to cut my bleed.’”

NASA has been looking for al-
ternatives to the space shuttle for
launching cargo to the space sta-
tion since at least 2002, when it
awarded four companies
contracts worth a combined $10
million to study the options.

Kistler was not among the
companies selected for the so-
called Alternate Access to Station
contracts. But Kistler the year be-
fore made an unsolicited propos-
al to NASA offering to sell data
from a series of K-1 demonstra-
tion flights. Such a contract would
give Kistler credibility with the
prospective financial backers
while giving NASA an opportuni-

Kistler Teeters on the Brink After
Main Investor Withdraws Support
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REMOTE SENSING

False Assumptions Led to NPOESS Overruns
Cost overruns with the NPOESS weather satellite program can largely be traced to assump-
tions made about the relative ease of a key sensor’s development. See story, page 4

SATELLITE NAVIGATION

Russian Mandates Glonass Compatibility
Beginning in 2006, all satellite navigation devices sold in Russia will have to be capable of
receiving Glonass signals. See story, page 6

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

Firms Tout Satcom Use in Emergencies
Industry urged Congress and the Federal Communications Commission to give satellite sys-
tems greater priority when spectrum allocations are made. See story, page 10

Kistler Aerospace’s main investor pulls the plug, citing NASA’s failure to buy space station resupply
services utilizing commercial vehicles such as the company’s planned reusable K-1 rocket (above).
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Strategic Space Supplement
Senate Panel Cuts T-Sat, Space Radar
The U.S. Air Force seems destined to rewrite its deployment timetable for two major
satellite systems now that a U.S. Senate panel has joined the House in recommend-
ing sharp cuts to both programs. See story, page 1A

Greatest Threat to U.S. Space Dominance
Sen. Wayne Allard, chairman of the Congressional Space Power Caucus, says the nation’s
space dominance is being challenged not so much from outside the country as from
within and that we have become our own worst enemy. See Commentary, page 4A

Europe Readies Laser Communication Test
The German and European space agencies are scheduled to begin testing Oct. 3 on
laser-optical communications links that are a candidate to be used on the U.S.
Missile Defense Agency’s Near Field Infrared Experiment satellite. See story, page 6A

Not Sticking with the Status Quo
Marine Corps Gen. James E. Cartwright, commander of the U.S. Strategic Command,
says he needs more integration of the command’s space, air, land and sea capabili-
ties. See Profile, page 8A

SEE KISTLER PAGE 4
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Goddard, Marshall to Lead
Robotic Lunar Lander Work

NASA picked two of its field centers to
lead the development of a $500 million-
$750 million unmanned lunar lander that
the agency hopes to launch as soon as 2010.

NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala., and Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Md., will lead a team
that includes the Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty’s Applied Physics Laboratory in Balti-
more. The robotic mission is intended to
demonstrate precision landing and deter-
mine whether lunar resources can support
a sustained human presence on the Moon.

Earlier this year, NASA chose Goddard
to build the Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter, which is slated to launch in 2008.

ESA Eyes Technologies
For Asteroid Deflection

The European Space Agency (ESA) has
settled on two potential target asteroids for
a proposed mission to test technologies
that would be needed to deflect near-Earth
objects from a collision course with Earth.

ESA does not yet have the funding
needed for the mission, which is called
Don Quijote. The idea is to send two small
satellites to the target asteroid — one to
crash into it and the second to monitor the
event. The two target asteroid finalists are
designated 2002 AT4 and 1989 ML.

The preferred target will be selected in
2007. By that time ESA hopes to have re-
ceived satellite design bids and cost esti-
mates from European industry. The Don
Quijote mission then will be submitted to
ESA’s customary technical and financial
review boards before being given the go-
ahead for funding.

Telenor Picks ILS Proton M
To Launch Thor 2-R Satellite

Norway’s Telenor Satellite Broadcast-
ing has ended a highly competitive launch-
services competition by selecting an Inter-
national Launch Services Proton M rocket
to orbit Telenor’s Thor 2-R telecommuni-
cations satellite in late 2007 despite Pro-
ton’s higher price compared to a Euro-
pean Ariane 5 ECA rocket, according to
industry officials.

Thor 2-R, under construction at Or-
bital Sciences Corp. of Dulles, Va., will
weigh just 2,450 kilograms at launch —
much lighter than most satellites carried
by the Proton M rocket.

Because Proton will be launching Thor
2-R as a solo passenger, Telenor will be pay-
ing for the entire Proton rocket. Among
the competitors for the launch was the Ar-
ianespace consortium of Evry, France,
which offered to launch Thor 2-R as one of
two satellites aboard the Ariane 5 ECA.

Industry officials said Telenor is paying
substantially more to launch on Proton
than it would have paid aboard Ariane 5,
but in return the Oslo-based company like-
ly will be able to operate Thor 2-R longer
than would have been the case aboard the
Ariane 5 launch.

Ariane 5 places satellites in geostation-
ary transfer orbit, from which point they

use their own fuel to climb into final geo-
stationary position. By carrying such a
small satellite and nothing else, Proton will
be able to place Thor 2-R closer to its final
destination, saving fuel that can be used to
extend the satellite’s service life.

Cato Halsaa, managing director of Te-
lenor Satellite Broadcasting, said Sept. 30
that a Proton launch will give Telenor
three additional years of Thor 2-R opera-
tions. Halsaa also said Telenor’s schedule
made it difficult to select Ariane 5 ECA be-
cause that vehicle, which recently was re-
designed, has made only one flight.

Interim Radios May Ease
Time Urgency for JTRS

Upgraded tactical radios purchased by
the Pentagon to support current opera-
tions should take some pressure off the
schedule for fielding the next-generation
system, according to the Senate Appropri-
ations Committee.

Initial versions of the Joint Tactical Ra-
dio System (JTRS) are scheduled for field-
ing in 2008, but the program has encoun-
tered significant technical problems that
wil l make it  diff icult  to meet that
timetable, according to a Sept. 28 report
accompanying the committee’s version of
the 2006 Defense Appropriations Act.

While the recently purchased radios
are not quite as capable as the JTRS units,
they are far better than the legacy equip-
ment, the committee said. The panel
directed the Pentagon to review the JTRS
schedule in light of the program’s chal-
lenges and the availability of the interim
radios and come back to Congress by Dec.
30 with a revised program plan.

NASA Criticized by GAO
For Misusing Airplanes

A Sept. 26 report by the non-partisan
Government Accountability Office (GAO)
criticizes NASA’s use of space agency
planes when former Administrator Sean
O’Keefe was in charge, saying the agency
spent five times more than it would have
using commercial flights.

The report, made public Sept. 30, was
requested by Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine),
chair of the Senate Homeland Security and
Governmental Affairs Committee.

“Use of NASA passenger aircraft servic-
es can save time, provide more flexibility to
meet senior executives' schedules, and
provide other less tangible and quantifi-
able benefits,” states the report, “NASA
Travel: Passenger Aircraft Services Annu-
ally Cost Taxpayers Millions More Than
Commercial Airlines.” It goes on to say,
“However, GAO’s analysis of available re-
ported data related to NASA passenger air-
craft services during fiscal years 2003 and
2004 showed NASA reported costs were
nearly $25 million compared with estimat-

ed commercial airline coach transporta-
tion costs of about $5 million.”

Most of the flights — 86 percent, or sev-
en out of eight — “were taken to support
routine business operations specifically
prohibited by federal policy regarding air-
craft ownership, including routine site vis-
its, meetings, speeches and conferences.”

The space agency issued a Sept. 30 state-
ment under Administrator Mike Griffin’s
name: “We at NASA have accepted the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office’s findings
and have embraced new guidelines and
procedures for the use of our airplanes that
have been set by the Office of Management
and Budget. Going forward, all airplane
use will be within those guidelines.”

Calif. Wildfires Destroy
Some Boeing Facilities

Wildfires in California’s San Fernando
Valley had destroyed as many as three
buildings at Boeing’s Santa Susana field
laboratory by the afternoon of Sept. 30
and damaged a number of other struc-
tures, according to preliminary damage re-
ports, but a company official said it was too
early to determine how the fires will affect
current testing operations there.

Boeing spokesman Dan Beck did not
have details as to which buildings were af-
fected specifically, but said preliminary re-
ports indicate some office space, storage
locations and a machine shop might have
been damaged or destroyed.

“We don’t know what kind of an impact
it will have on our operations at this point,”

Beck said in a Sept. 30 interview. “As of
now, there are no more blazes going on
that are threatening the property.”

Boeing currently uses the 2,800-acre
site to conduct testing on Rocketdyne’s RS-
27 engines for its Delta 2 rockets. This past
August, Boeing completed selling Rocket-
dyne to United Technologies Corp.’s Pratt
& Whitney of East Hartford, Conn., but
kept the Santa Susana site in the deal.

Beck said the research and development
facility has become much less active over
the years, leaving many buildings either
abandoned or inactive. Boeing has about
200 employees stationed there, he added.

Norspace Gets Deal with
Space Systems/Loral

Norspace AS of Horten, Norway, will
supply frequency converters and filters for
three satellites under contracts with satel-
lite prime contractor Space Systems/Loral
of Palo Alto, Calif., Norspace announced.

Under the contracts, valued in total at
about $20 million, Norspace will supply
several hundred surface acoustic wave
(SAW) filters and multiplexer assemblies
to Loral. The satellites to incorporate the
gear were not identified, but the equip-
ment is used for multi-beam spacecraft as
well as for mobile communications. Nor-
space estimated that its SAW equipment
currently operational in orbit represents
an 80-percent market share among com-
mercial telecommunications satellites.
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This Week on Space.com

The U.S. Senate passed legislation
by unanimous consent Sept. 28 that
would require NASA to complete the
international space station.

The bill, the NASA Authorization
Act of 2005 (S. 1281), also calls for des-
ignating the space station a national
laboratory, a proposal put forward by
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-Texas).
However, the bill approved by the Sen-
ate no longer includes Hutchison’s lan-
guage requiring NASA to keep flying
the space shuttle until its successor, the
Crew Exploration Vehicle, is in service.

That language had attracted White
House opposition. Under NASA’s plan
the space shuttle would retire in 2010,
about two years ahead of when the
Crew Exploration Vehicle is slated to
enter service.

The House of Representatives passed
its NASA authorization bill, H.R. 3070,
earlier this year. The House and Senate

must reconcile all remaining differences
between the two pieces of legislation be-
fore they can be sent to President
George W. Bush to be signed into law.

U.S. Senate Bill Requires NASA To Finish Station

Mystery Monday — Delving into Dust Devils.

Tech Wednesday — NASA's Moon Vision: Some
Assembly Required.

NightSky Friday — The southern sky is awash
with sea creatures: a Sea-Goat, the Fishes, and
a Whale.

C O R R E C T I O N

Joanne Irene Gabrynowicz’s commen-
tary piece [Sept. 12, page 19] should have
been titled “Katrina and the Disasters
Charter: A Turning Point.”

Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchison
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Early Decisions About Sensors Led to NPOESS Problems
JEREMY SINGER, WASHINGTON

The cost problems that are ex-
pected to force the restructuring
of a program to develop a new
constellation of U.S. government
weather satellites can be largely
traced back to assumptions made
early on in the program that a key
sensor would be relatively easy to
develop, according to industry
and Pentagon officials.

Those assumptions later
proved to be false, and the size of
the resulting cost overruns
required the Pentagon to notify
Congress Sept. 28 that the price of
the National Polar-orbiting Oper-
ational Environmental Satellite
System (NPOESS) will be at least
15 percent higher than the De-
fense Department’s current esti-
mate of $6.8 billion.

The Pentagon was forced to
notify Congress about the cost
growth on NPOESS due to legisla-
tion known as the Nunn-McCurdy
provision.

The NPOESS program’s cost
growth is forcing the government
to look at options for the program
that include delaying the launch
of the first satellite four years later
than the current date of 2010;
eliminating certain instruments
from the first two satellites; and
dropping plans to launch an ex-
perimental spacecraft that would
test out key NPOESS instruments
before the launch of the first op-
erational satellite.

The NPOESS system, which is
being integrated by prime con-
tractor Northrop Grumman
Corp., is intended to provide
weather data to military and civil
customers, and is jointly funded
by the U.S. Air Force and the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

Lt. Col. Karen Finn, a spokes-
woman for the Air Force, said in a
written statement that the devel-
opment of the sensors for the
NPOESS satellites has proven to
be more difficult than expected.
While some of the key sensors —

most notably the Visible Infrared
Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
— are based on those that already
are in use in space today, there
have been issues with “scaling up
the sensors” for NPOESS, she said.

“It is the combination of sys-
tem engineering, design, manage-
ment, fabrication, integration and
test, quality processes and inade-
quate levels of employee experi-
ence that contributed to cost and
schedule overruns with VIIRS,
making the current program base-
line unexecutable,” Finn said.

The VIIRS instrument, which
is intended to provide imagery,
sea-surface temperature readings
and ocean color measurements, is
built by Raytheon Co. of Santa
Barbara, Calif.

The government program of-
fice and Raytheon initially be-
lieved that the VIIRS instrument
would be a “close cousin” to the
Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer that Raytheon
had built for NASA’s Aqua and
Terra Earth observation satellites,
and that only minor technical
changes would be necessary, in-
dustry sources said.

Northrop Grumman was not
involved at that point, because
the government awarded the in-
strument development contracts
on the NPOESS program prior to
the award of a contract to
Northrop Grumman in 2002 to
be the lead systems integrator for
the program.

Based on this assumption, the
program office allowed Raytheon
to pass an early milestone, known
as the critical design review, with-
out building a prototype sensor,
the sources said. Prototype hard-
ware called an engineering devel-
opment unit is normally used to
evaluate hardware design at the
critical design review phase, but
in this case the development unit
was not built until later, the
sources said.

This built a shaky foundation
for the sensor program, and pro-
gram officials today are still deal-
ing with the “lingering efforts of a
poor design,” the sources said.

The Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer de-
sign has since proven to be of lit-
tle use on the VIIRS effort, the
sources said.

John Leslie, a spokesman for
the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration, said
that a partial engineering and
development unit was built prior
to the critical design review. Pro-
gram officials had felt that a full
prototype of the VIIRS sensor
would not be needed at that
point based on the expected
similarity to the Moderate Reso-
lution Imaging Spectroradiome-
ter, Leslie said.

The industry sources said
that the VIIRS sensor required
focal planes that were so differ-
ent from those of earlier instru-
ment that engineers had to start
from scratch. As engineers
worked on the VIIRS engineer-
ing development unit in mid-
2003, they found information
from sensor cells leaking into
other cells, causing a problem
called “cross-talk” that would
damage the data provided from
the instrument, the sources said.

Engineers were able to fix the
interference problem, but by mid-
2004, encountered further diffi-
culty when parts started breaking
during vibration testing of the en-
gineering development unit, the
sources said.

At that point, officials from
Northrop Grumman and the gov-
ernment program office began re-
viewing VIIRS to determine
whether the problems with the de-
sign were isolated or widespread.

When hardware intended to
cool the instrument’s focal plane
failed during testing of the engi-
neering development unit in No-
vember, program officials knew
that the cost and time needed to
redesign various VIIRS compo-
nents would significantly disrupt
the program’s schedule.

Program officials found that
one of the roots of the problems
with VIIRS was the quality of per-
sonnel working on the effort, the
sources said. Many of the people
that had worked on the Moder-
ate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer did not join the VI-

IRS program, and Northrop
Grumman and Raytheon each
brought in experts to help get
the sensor work back on track,
the sources said.

More than 80 percent of the
cost growth on the program is due
to instrument problems, with VI-
IRS as the most glaring example,
but not the sole culprit, the indus-
try sources said.

Sources interviewed for this ar-
ticle emphasized that the
NPOESS problems have been
with the individual instruments,
rather than integrating too many
sensors onto the spacecraft, re-
quirements creep or the recent
decision to add a wide-area im-
agery payload.

Sally Koris, a spokeswoman for
Northrop Grumman Corp., said
in a written statement that
Northrop Grumman is taking the
NPOESS issues “very seriously”
and is working with the govern-
ment to limit the rising cost.

“We have responded to prob-
lems with aggressive action to mit-
igate the impact of cost and sched-
ule issues, including actions
aimed at correcting systemic prob-
lems with selected subcontrac-
tors,” Koris said. “Northrop Grum-
man and its teammates are
completely dedicated to achieving
mission success on this critical
program to ensure this much-
needed capability is delivered to
military and civilian users.”

Raytheon spokeswoman Sabri-
na Steele deferred to Northrop
Grumman for comment.

In contrast to the story with VI-
IRS, some of the instrument work
is going relatively well, the industry
sources said. Officials working on
the Cross Track Infrared Sounder,
which is built by ITT Industries of
Fort Wayne, Ind., have produced
several engineering development
units and have encountered only
minimal problems due to their
heavy attention early in the pro-
gram, the sources said.

Comments: jsinger@space.com
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ty to leverage private-sector investment to
resupply the space station.

NASA officially bought into the idea in
early 2004, awarding Kistler a $227.4 mil-
lion contract for flight data from the still un-
finished K-1. The award was a boon for
Kistler, giving the company what many saw
as the inside track in NASA’s planned com-
petition to buy space station resupply serv-
ices from commercial providers.

But one of Kistler’s fiercest competitors,
Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX),
cried foul, protesting the award to the U.S.
Government Accountability Office on the
grounds that NASA should have given oth-
er companies a chance to bid to provide the
flight data. NASA rescinded Kistler’s award
in June 2004 after being informed that the
congressional watchdog agency intended
to rule in SpaceX’s favor.

Elon Musk, president of El Segundo,
Calif.-based SpaceX, said Kistler’s singular
focus on winning NASA contracts is largely

responsible for the company’s undoing.
“Kistler was too heavily dependent on a

large development contract from a single
entity, which has been the root cause of fail-
ure in many prior launch vehicle start-ups,”
Musk said in an e-mail. “In contrast, the
SpaceX Falcon has been a private develop-
ment with no major external dependen-
cies, and we are fortunate to have earned
eight distinct customers prior to first
launch.”

Musk, an entrepreneur who made a for-
tune before turning 30, is bankrolling the
development of the Falcon 1. SpaceX is
preparing to launch the Falcon 1 this au-
tumn carrying a small experimental satel-
lite built by students at the U.S. Air Force
Academy.

Marc Schlather, president of ProSpace,
a grass roots lobbying group, said Kistler’s
troubles are typical of what entrepreneurial
companies face when trying to sell com-
mercial services to NASA.

“This is a situation we’ve seen time and
time again,” Schlather said. “If you talk to

the capital markets, if you talk to the people
in the know about investment, they will tell
you that no one is going to close a privately
financed business plan based on the expec-
tation of business from NASA, because they
are not a dependable customer.”

NASA spokesman Michael Braukus said
Sept. 29 that the agency is “working hard”
to issue a bid solicitation this autumn for
space station launch services.

Lori Garver, a Washington aerospace
consultant and former senior NASA official,
said blaming the agency for the struggles of
space-launch start-ups is not entirely fair.

“The situation with entrepreneurial
companies and NASA has evolved over
time,” Garver said. “Yes, it has taken longer
to get clarified than anybody would have
hoped, but keep in mind that most of these
companies were initially looking for com-
mercial business.”

That certainly is true of Kistler. The com-
pany was founded in 1993 by physicist and
serial entrepreneur Walter Kistler with $1
million in seed money and a concept for a

$250 million reusable rocket that could be
ready within five years to launch commer-
cial satellites at far less cost than existing
conventional rockets.

Kistler Aerospace raised hundreds of
millions of dollars during the 1990s on the
strength of its technical team and its
prospects for capturing a healthy share of
projected market for launching
constellations of low Earth-orbiting com-
munications satellites planned by Iridium,
Globalstar, Teledesic and others.

Reality, however, never matched fore-
casts. By the time the so-called low Earth-or-
bit telecommunications market went bust
with the collapse of Iridium and Globalstar
around 2000, Kistler Aerospace was still at
least several years and several hundred-mil-
lion dollars away from achieving the first
test flight of K-1.

It was around then that Kistler began to
shift its attention to NASA and the interna-
tional space station.

Comments: bberger@space.com

KISTLER FROM PAGE 1
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ESA Misses Deadline for Galileo Funding Decision
PETER B. de SELDING, PARIS

The Galileo satellite-navigation system,
whose projected in-service date already has
slipped from 2008 to 2011 because of dis-
putes among European governments over
financing, risks falling further behind
schedule because of a turf war that has all
but stopped work on the project, govern-
ment and industry officials said.

A Sept. 30 deadline for European
Space Agency (ESA) governments to
agree on their share of financing for
Galileo’s ground network and initial four
satellites came and went without an
agreement.

The specific issue to be settled is a com-
mitment from ESA governments to cover
their 50-percent share of the 400 million eu-
ros ($482 million) in additional costs for
Galileo’s In-Orbit Validation phase.

This segment of the project is being built
by an industry consortium called Galileo In-
dustries S.A. of Brussels under a contract
that has been fully negotiated with ESA and
is ready to be signed. The total contract val-
ue, including the 400-million-euro cost over-
run, is nearly 1.1 billion euros.

Half of this sum is being paid by the Eu-
ropean Commission, the executive arm of

the 25-nation European Union; the other
half is ESA’s responsibility. The European
Commission already has approved its share
and has given ESA the responsibility of ne-
gotiating the contract.

Several of the European government of-
ficials who oversee ESA have refused to sign
off on the ESA contract until they are guar-
anteed that certain Galileo operating facili-
ties, such as the control centers, are located
on their territories. Germany has been the
most adamant about this, but it has not
been the only country with such concerns.

ESA Director-General Jean-Jacques Dor-
dain said Sept. 30 that ESA has no authority
to select where Galileo facilities will be lo-
cated, and that these issues should be settled
later on as Galileo’s privately owned opera-
tor takes over. Faced with the same stalemate
in December 2004, Dordain agreed to per-
mit Galileo Industries to start work on the
ground segment with a 150-million-euro ad-
vance payment that was supposed to cover
costs through June. Dordain said then that
a final contract was only weeks away from be-
ing approved.

Nearly 10 months later, nothing has
changed.

In an interview, Dordain said ESA has
agreed with Galileo Industries that the ini-

tial contract, which had been extended to
Sept. 30 without any new funding, has now
been extended again, to Oct. 31 — with no
new financing.

Dordain said European transport minis-
ters, who are funding the European Com-
mission’s 50-percent Galileo stake, are
scheduled to meet Oct. 6 and have been ad-
vised by European Transport Commissioner
Jacques Barrot that Galileo now faces seri-
ous trouble if the In-Orbit Validation con-
tract is not approved in October.

Dordain said he has written to European
research ministers, who fund ESA’s share of
Galileo, to say the same thing in advance of
a meeting of ESA governments Oct. 13.

“My pockets are empty if we have no
agreement by the end of October,” Dordain
said. “I could sign a contract with [Galileo
Industries] tomorrow — even tonight — if I
had the authorization from my delegations.
The contract with industry is fully negotiat-
ed and ready to go. But nothing has moved
since December.”

Galileo Industries Chief Executive
Guenter Stamerjohanns said the company
has slowed its activity in the last five months
as its money has run down.

“We have become experts in stretching
out our funding,” Stamerjohanns said Sept.

30. “But now the rubber band has been ex-
tended its maximum length before it snaps.
We have a company to run, we have 120 em-
ployees and more than 500 working at sub-
contractor level. I have been very frank in
telling people that there is a problem.”

Stamerjohanns declined to speculate on
how much of a delay the current impasse al-
ready has caused Galileo. “I am focused on
getting the work started, not on figuring out
when the program will be completed,” he
said. “But certainly the difficulties we have
faced have not helped on the schedule side.”

Several industry officials said ESA
should sign a contract for part of the In-Or-
bit Validation work with the money it has,
while continuing to wait for a compromise
that will free up the remaining monies.

Dordain said he refuses to do this. “I
have an obligation to our delegations to
spend public money prudently,” Dordain
said. “If I signed a deal for, say, a portion of
the work, I would leave myself open to sur-
prises later on — for example, a contractor
saying: ‘The price has just risen to 1.2 bil-
lion euros.’ Before I sign the contract I
need a clear view of things. I certainly don’t
have that now.”

Comments: pdeselding@compuserve.com

Russia Looks To Position Glonass as a Competitive System
PETER B. de SELDING, PARIS

The Russian government, at-
tempting to catch up to the U.S.
GPS navigation system’s commer-
cial success and anticipate Eu-
rope’s future Galileo effort, has
enacted a law forcing Russian con-
sumers to use only those terminals
capable of receiving Russian
Glonass satellite signals starting in
2006, according to the Russian
space agency, Roskosmos.

The law, which permits dual-
mode equipment as long as
Glonass is one of the two compat-
ible services, is designed to stimu-
late a consumer market for
Glonass and prevent the Russian
market from being taken over by
equipment designed to work sole-
ly with the U.S. GPS satellite con-
stellation, and later Galileo.

Glonass, which was built with
Russian Defense Ministry funds in
the 1980s and early 1990s into a
potential GPS competitor, all but
collapsed in the late 1990s as Rus-
sia’s financial crisis and the
limited lifetimes of the individual
satellites combined to degrade sys-
tem performance. The number of
functioning spacecraft fell from
26 in 1995 to just seven in 2001.

Now designated a strategic
priority for the Russian govern-
ment, Glonass is on the mend.
Thirteen Glonass satellites are
operating, a figure that should
rise to 18 satellites in 2007 and a
full 24-satellite complement in
2011, according to Sergey
Revnivykh of Roskosmos. He said
the system will feature GPS-level
performance by 2008.

Revnivykh presented a
Glonass update at the 45th Civil
GPS Service Interface Committee

meeting, held Sept. 13 in Long
Beach, Calif.

Russia’s decision to force new
navigation equipment sold start-
ing in 2006 to be Glonass compat-
ible is the type of policy some Eu-
ropean government officials have
suggested to help Europe’s
Galileo satellite navigation system
gain a market foothold when it is
operational around 2011. Euro-
pean officials have said almost all
navigation gear sold by 2015 will
be dual-mode, capable of receiv-
ing GPS and Galileo signals.

Russia and Europe both have
signed agreements with the Unit-
ed States promising that all three
systems will be free of direct user
fees for their open signals. Galileo
features fee-paying signals as well
as the free open service.

Galileo and GPS are global

satellite constellations that will be
operated alongside regional sys-
tems planned in Japan, China and
India. How and whether Glonass
— also a global constellation —
will fit into this picture has been
unclear because of the system’s in-
stability over the last decade.

Revnivykh said Russia is com-
mitted to making Glonass fully
functional. The next launch, in
December, will be of two Glonass-
M satellites and one older Glonass
satellite, he said.

Gaps in service, he said, have
been reduced from 14 hours to
three hours now that 13 satellites
are operational.

A second civil signal has been
added to the Glonass-M satellites,
introduced in 2003. Two of these
are in orbit, and six more have
been ordered from prime contrac-

tor NPO-PM of Krasnoyarsk. The
Glonass-M spacecraft have seven-
year service lives, compared to
three years for their predecessors.

Revnivykh said a December
agreement with India provides
that India’s GSLV rocket may be
used to launch at least one
Glonass-M satellite. The two gov-
ernments also agreed to work to-
gether on ground infrastructure
development for satellite naviga-
tion services.

The planned Glonass-K satel-
lites, scheduled for launch start-
ing in 2008, will have a third civil-
ian signal and 10-year service lives.
Up to 27 of these models will be
ordered, also from NPO-PM.

Glonass-K satellites are expect-
ed to weigh 850 kilograms at
launch, compared to 1,415 kilo-
grams for Glonass-M. The lighter

weight will permit the new
Glonass constellation to be
launched, two satellites at a time,
by the medium-lift Soyuz rocket.
Up to now, Glonass satellites have
been launched three at a time by
the larger Proton rocket.

If Russian and European satel-
lite-navigation plans hold to their
current schedules, the U.S. GPS
constellation has no more than six
years to go before its status as a
global monopoly ends.

By that time, the commercial
satellite navigation market will ex-
ceed $68 million in annual equip-
ment sales, according to Lt. Col.
Wayne Bell, chief of the GPS Sys-
tem Integration Branch at the
U.S. Air Force Space and Missile
Systems Center at Los Angeles Air
Force Base.

Addressing the same meeting
at which Roskosmos’ Revnivykh
spoke, Bell and Maj. Chuck
Daniels, director of the Joint GPS
Operations Center at Schriever
Air Force Base, Colo., said the
GPS constellation will be modern-
ized with three new-generation
spacecraft launched per year start-
ing in 2006.

The latest GPS launch, on
Sept. 26, put up the first GPS 2R-
M satellite, built by Lockheed
Martin, carrying a second civil sig-
nal. A third civil signal will be avail-
able starting in 2007, when the
first GPS 2F satellite is launched.

Bell said six new GPS ground
stations have been added — six
more are scheduled for installa-
tion by November 2006 — to bet-
ter track the GPS constellation
and warn users, civil and military,
of outages or faulty signals.

Comments: pdeselding@compuserve.com
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Russia has made a priority of replenishing and upgrading its depleted Glonass satellite navigation system. Plans call for having 18 operational satellites by
2007 and a full constellation of 24 by 2011.

GLONASS DEPLOYMENT: HISTORY AND PLANS

SOURCES: RUSSIAN FEDERAL SPACE AGENCY

Satellites in constellation:

Glonass initial operation capacity
12 satellites, 3–year life span Glonass–M flight test

7–year life span

Glonass–K flight test
10–year life span
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French Firm Evaluates 
Impact of Google Earth

Governments may have to camouflage
sensitive installations or move them under-
ground to keep them from appearing on
Google Earth, a Web-based imagery library
created by the Internet search-engine giant,
according to a study by a French firm spe-
cializing in imagery analysis.

The assessment was prepared by EADS
Fleximage of Paris, which analyzes satellite
and aerial photographs for military and civil
applications. It evaluated Google Earth’s po-
tential to expose government secrets as well
as its utility to professional imagery analysts.

A test version of Google Earth has been
available free to anyone with a late-model
computer since June. The system features
aerial and satellite imagery of just about the
entire surface of the Earth, with a few ex-
ceptions. EADS Fleximage says in its analysis
that images of several well-known sensitive
military installations have been degraded,
but many are clearly visible.

The South Korean government recently
complained to the U.S. authorities about
sensitive installations in that country ap-
pearing on Google Earth. The U.S. Nation-
al Geospatial Intelligence Agency said it
would take no action on the matter.

Google has struck agreements with sev-
eral satellite- and aerial-photography
companies to show pictures with ground res-
olutions ranging from 15 centimeters to 15
meters. Most of the high-resolution satellite
imagery is archived data at least two years
old, meaning it is of limited value for some
commercial and spying applications. Simi-
larly, the date the images were taken, the
ground resolution and other technical de-
tails are often absent, limiting Google Earth
as a tool for professionals.

On the other hand, Fleximage said,
Google Earth’s ease of use makes it a valu-
able addition to the professional imagery
analyst’s toolbox, even for defense and se-
curity applications.

Emmanual Villers, commercial director
of Fleximage, said concerns expressed by
several governments about Google Earth
have eased in recent weeks, mainly because
capitals around the world are resigned to
the inevitability of such a service.

“Ten years ago, images sharper than 1
meter in resolution were reserved for mili-
tary users. Since then, commercial satellites
offer images as sharp as 60 centimeters to
anyone, without restriction,” Fleximage says
in its study. “Now with Google Earth, these
same 60-centimeter images ---- but more
than two years old ---- are offered free on the
Internet.”

Eutelsat’s Post IPO Moves 
Could Affect Credit Rating

Standard & Poor’s credit-rating service is
ready to raise its rating on Eutelsat’s debt if
the Paris-based satellite operator’s
upcoming stock-market listing results in a
debt-reduction commitment instead of, for
example, a guarantee of high dividends to
shareholders.

In a Sept. 26 note, Standard & Poor’s said
Eutelsat, whose initial public offering (IPO)

of stock on the Paris-based Euronext ex-
change is scheduled to occur before the end
of the year, is bound by its debt covenants to
reduce its debt load at least slightly. But be-
yond this minimum level, it remains unclear
whether Eutelsat will decide — as have sev-
eral of its competitors this year — to sweet-
en its stock listing with a promise of high div-
idend payments.

“The group’s leverage post-IPO will
have to be assessed in the light of any po-
tential dividend payments made to share-
holders and/or acquisitions, as well as fu-
ture free cash flow generation,” Standard &
Poor’s said.

Astronomers Struck by 
Galaxy’s Apparent Age

NASA researchers using the Hubble and
Spitzer space telescopes have discovered a
distant galaxy that is unusually massive and
mature for being so young, the space agency
announced Sept. 27.

Astronomers believe early galaxies were
once small clusters of stars that gradually
merged to form larger galaxies such as the
Milky Way. The HUDF-JD2 galaxy, however,
appears to have grown quickly within the
first few hundred-million years following the
theorized big bang. The galaxy is in a
location that depicts an era of the universe
when it was only 800 million years old.

Scientists detected the galaxy while study-
ing infrared images taken by Hubble. The in-
frared signal detected by Spitzer –-- which is
more sensitive to redder and older stars –--
was even brighter, indicating a large galaxy.

“At a time when the universe was only
800 million years old, it’s positively massive,”
said Mark Dickinson, a scientists at the Na-
tional Optical Astronomy Observatory in
Tucson, Ariz.

This discovery suggests at least a few galax-
ies formed quickly long ago, NASA said.

ESA’s Smart-1 Lunar Probe
Boosts Orbit One Last Time

Europe’s Smart-1 lunar orbiter has
used the last of its ion-electric power supply
to reboost its orbit enough to permit con-
tinued mapping of the lunar surface until
August 2006. After a three-month lull in ob-
servation to permit the orbit-raising, a fresh
campaign to take color images of the lunar
surface is scheduled to start in October, the
European Space Agency (ESA) announced.

Since Smart-1 was launched in Septem-
ber 2003, its PPS 135 xenon-electric thruster
has been fired more than 840 times and has
operated for around 5,000 hours, according
to its manufacturer, Snecma of Paris. The
Snecma technology is based on designs
from OKB Fakel of Russia, which has sup-
plied electric thrusters on numerous Russ-
ian satellites. Electric propulsion systems
weigh much less than conventional chemi-
cal thrusters and have been installed on
heavy Western communications satellites in
recent years.

The PPS 1350 thruster used 80 kilograms
of xenon gas to propel Smart-1 from Earth
orbit to lunar orbit, and keep it there for 18
months. The engine was shut down Sept. 17.

Smart 1, whose principal mission has
been to test new technologies such as electric
propulsion for future ESA satellites, is now in

an orbit that is governed mainly by lunar
gravity. It is expected to crash onto the lunar
surface in August 2006, according to ESA.

Northrop Is Delivering
Upgraded Intel Software

Northrop Grumman reported progress
Sept. 26 in its effort to upgrade intelligence
data handling and processing software used
on a variety of U.S. military programs.

The Los Angeles-based company is in-
stalling Version 7.3 of its Multi-Intelligence
Core common software baseline, which is
used in the U.S. Army and Navy Distributed
Common Systems, the Marine Corps’ Tacti-
cal Exploration Group and the Air Force’s
Extended Tether program.

There are more than 20 upgrades in the
new version of the software. The enhance-
ments are designed to improve a variety of
functions, including data and imagery pro-
cessing, target extraction and situational
awareness, according to the company’s
press release.

Upgrades have been installed in 18 of

the 50 systems scheduled to receive it, said
Northrop Grumman spokesman Tom De-
laney. The company will work for the next
few months on upgrading additional sys-
tems, and then start focusing on the 8.0 ver-
sion of the software, which is scheduled for
early 2006. Delaney declined to comment
on the cost of the upgrades.

Sega Picks Payton To
Serve as His Deputy

U.S. Air Force Undersecretary Ron Sega
announced Sept. 27 that he had selected
Gary Payton to serve as his primary deputy
for military space programs.

Payton must be approved by the secretary
of the Air Force, but not by the U.S. Senate.

A retired Air Force colonel and NASA as-
tronaut, Payton returns to the service after
having worked as deputy for advanced sys-
tems at the Missile Defense Agency, senior
vice president for engineering and opera-
tions at Orbimage, and deputy associate ad-
ministrator for space transportation tech-
nology at NASA.
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SBIRS sensor

Lockheed Martin Ships Second SBIRS Sensor
Lockheed Martin Corp. has deliv-

ered the second payload for the Space
Based Infrared System (SBIRS) High
missile warning constellation to the U.S.
Air Force, according to a company news
release dated Sept. 28.

The infrared payload, like the first
that was delivered in August 2004, will
be hosted by a classified satellite operat-
ing in a highly elliptical orbit. The
SBIRS program also includes four dedi-
cated satellites to operate in geosyn-
chronous orbit, one spare, and ground
systems.

The first dedicated SBIRS satellite is
scheduled to launch in 2008. The
launch dates of the elliptical-orbit satel-
lites hosting SBIRS payloads are classi-
fied, but the first of those sensors was de-
livered more than a year late due to
electromagnetic interference issues.

Joanne Maguire, vice president of
Lockheed Martin Space Systems of Sun-
nyvale, Calif., the prime contractor on
the SBIRS program, said the company
looks forward to building on the positive
momentum from completing and deliv-
ering the second payload.

BRIEFS FROM PAGE 3



Orbital Sciences Delivers
Cargo Containers for ISS

Orbital Sciences Corp. announced Sept.
21 it delivered five cargo transport contain-
ers to NASA for future space shuttle missions
to resupply international space station (ISS).

The reconfigurable containers each can
accommodate up to five ISS hardware com-
ponents, known as Orbital Replacement
Units, such as heat exchangers and electron-
ics control equipment. The reusable con-
tainers, each of which can carry about 180
kilograms of ISS hardware, can be opened
and their contents removed via robotic meth-
ods or by spacewalking astronauts.

Orbital, headquartered in Dulles, Va.,
designed, built and tested the containers at
its Technical Services Division in Greenbelt,
Md., under contract to NASA’s ISS Program
Office at the Johnson Space Center in Hous-
ton. Barron Beneski, an Orbital spokesman,
would not disclose the value of that contract.

Kinesix Sells Upgrades to
NASA Simulation Software

Kinesix Software of Houston has sold up-
grades and additional licenses for its Sammi
control-room software product to NASA’s
Integrated Training Facility in Houston,
where the agency runs computer-driven
training simulations for flight controllers
and astronauts.

The training facility, which features
replicas of the space shuttle and interna-
tional space station, uses Sammi for
sophisticated graphical displays and user in-
terfaces. The software upgrades will be used
in the agency’s Integrated Planning System,
which helps NASA prepare for space shuttle
and international space station flights.

In a press release dated Sept. 20, Kinesix
said NASA’s Johnson Space Center in Hous-
ton has used Sammi software since 1992 to
run 90 percent of the graphical displays in
its Mission Control Center, which oversees
space shuttle flights.

EMS Sensor Will Help
Point Webb Telescope

EMS Technologies of Atlanta an-
nounced Sept. 26 it has won a contract from
the Canadian Space Agency to design a fine
guidance sensor and filter for NASA’s
planned James Webb Space Telescope,
which is scheduled to launch in 2013 to re-
place the aging Hubble Space Telescope.

The fine guidance sensor will allow the
Webb telescope to track the positions of dis-
tant stars with high accuracy so the telescope

is fine-pointed, which also will allow the
spacecraft’s other instruments to capture
very high-quality images. The Webb tele-
scope is expected to observe the formation
of some of the earliest stars and galaxies in
the universe with a main mirror that is seven
times larger than that on Hubble and hun-
dreds of times more sensitive to near-in-
frared light.

The Canadian Space Agency agreed to
provide two major pieces of hardware for
the international James Webb Telescope
project: the fine guidance sensor and the
near-infrared camera.

The telescope equipment will be manu-
factured at EMS’s Space and Technology di-
vision in Ottawa. The contract value was not
disclosed.

NASA Pluto Probe Enters
Final Launch Preparations

NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft arrived
at Kennedy Space Center, Fla., Sept. 24 for fi-
nal preparations and testing before it launch-
es in January to explore Pluto and its moon
Charon, the agency announced Sept. 26.

The 450-kilogram probe is equipped with
seven instruments to study the geology and
environment of Pluto and Charon. It is
scheduled to lift off Jan. 11, 2006, aboard a
Lockheed Martin Atlas 5 rocket and arrive at
Pluto as early as summer 2015.

New Horizons is scheduled in October to
undergo a series of functional tests and
readiness checks. A final spin-balance test is
slated for November.

The spacecraft recently completed
space-environment tests at NASA’s Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md., and
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory in Laurel, Md., where it was de-
signed and built.

This mission is the first in NASA’s New
Frontiers program of medium-class plane-
tary missions.

QinetiQ Helps Tourist
Prepare for Station Visit

QinetiQ, a British defense technology
company, has been helping future space
tourist Greg Olsen prepare for his sched-
uled October visit to the international space
station, providing medical assessments and
gravity-force training, the company an-
nounced Sept. 27.

Olsen, a multimillionaire U.S. business-
man and scientist, is slated to blast off from
the Baikonur Cosmodrome Oct. 1 aboard a
Russian Soyuz rocket. Also aboard the Soyuz
will be NASA astronaut Bill McArthur and
Russian cosmonaut Valery Tokarev, who will

replace long-term space station occupants
Sergei Krikalev of Russia and John Phillips
of NASA.

QinetiQ subjected Olsen to acceleration
training using the company’s centrifuge in
Farnborough, England, which simulates the
gravitational forces experienced during
liftoff and re-entry. Doctors also monitored
his heart and general well being during the
tests to make sure he was fit.

Space Adventures Ltd. of Arlington, Va.,
helped arrange Olsen’s flight. He will be-
come the third space tourist following
American Dennis Tito and South African
Mark Shuttleworth, both of whom paid the
Russians less than $20 million for their
flights to the space station.

Olsen is expected to help with general
cleaning and prepare meals while on board
the station. After a week, he will return to
Earth with Krikalev and Phillips.

XM Satellite Radio Tops 
5 Million Subscriber Mark

XM Satellite Radio of Washington an-
nounced Sept. 27 that it has surpassed the 5
million subscriber mark, a significant mile-
stone for the United States’ leading satellite
radio service.

“We are on track to have more than 6 mil-
lion subscribers by the end of this year,”
Hugh Panero, XM president and chief ex-
ecutive officer, said in a prepared statement,
referring to expected sales during the up-
coming holiday season.

NASA, Industry Partners
Test Prototype Solar Sails 

NASA announced Sept. 27 that the
agency and two industry partners have
completed ground tests on a pair of proto-
type 400-square-meter solar sails that could
be used to propel spacecraft using energy
from the Sun.

Solar sails harness pressure created by
light photons bouncing off their surfaces
to propel a spacecraft through space and
enable it to perform other critical maneu-
vers. A spacecraft using this technology
would require no propellant, meaning
more of its mass could be dedicated to
payload.

The recently tested prototype sails,
which are 40 to 100 times thinner than a
piece of writing paper, were developed to-
gether by ATK Space Systems of Goleta,
Calif., and L’Garde Inc. of Tustin, Calif.
The work is led by the In-Space Propulsion
Technology Office at NASA’s Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.

Both companies tested the solar sails at
NASA’s Plum Brook Station in Sandusky,
Ohio. There, the technology was subjected
to space-like temperatures, boom and de-
ployment tests and other space-environ-
ment conditions.

NASA’s Science Mission Directorate se-
lected the technology for development in
August 2002.

Comments: Warren Ferster, wferster@space.com
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U.S. Air Force Launches 
Updated GPS 2R Satellite

Delta 2

The U.S. Air Force on Sept. 25 suc-
cessfully launched the first of eight GPS
2R satellites upgraded by prime con-
tractor Lockheed Martin to provide en-
hanced and more-reliable navigation
services.

Lockheed Martin of Bethesda, Md.,
said the satellite will provide improved
navigation performance for the U.S.
military as well as civilian users.

The modernized satellites feature
improved antenna panels to increase
signal power to GPS receivers, making
them less susceptible to interference or
enemy jamming attempts. Other en-
hancements include two new military
signals and a second civilian signal.

The modernized satellite launched
from Cape Canaveral, Fla., aboard a
Boeing Delta 2 rocket. The current GPS
constellation consists of 28 satellites.

Solar-Powered Aircraft Completes Tests
The Pathfinder-Plus, an experimental solar-powered aircraft, has

completed a series of research flights to investigate the effects of turbu-
lence on its lightweight, flexible-wing structure, NASA announced Sept.
21. The tests took place at the agency’s Dryden Flight Research Center
in Edwards, Calif.

The 23-year-old Pathfinder, which is due for retirement soon, per-
formed two low-altitude flights, gathering data on turbulence and air-
craft dynamics that will be used in designing future solar-powered air-
craft.

For these latest flights, the aircraft was equipped with an atmospher-
ic turbulence measurement system mounted on booms across the lead-
ing edge of its wing. The flights took place over the northern portion of
a dry lake in an area designated for unmanned aerial vehicle testing. The
Pathfinder-Plus tests were to take place in September 2004, but got
delayed due to rainfall that flooded the lake bed.

AeroVironment of Monrovia, Calif., which built and owns the
Pathfinder, conducted the tests. The company’s vice president, Bob
Curtin, said data from these trials will be used in designing the next
stratospheric unmanned aircraft, the Global Observer.
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Satcom Firms Tout Their Value to Disaster Response
MISSY FREDERICK, WASHINGTON

Arguing that satellite technology
proved invaluable for first responders
during Hurricane Katrina, members of
the industry urged Congress and the
Federal Communications Commission
Sept. 29 to remember that satellite
providers must be protected and priori-
tized when spectrum allocation deci-
sions are made.

Hearings before the Senate Com-
merce, Science and Transportation Com-
mittee and the House Energy and Com-
merce telecommunications and the
Internet subcommittee both examined
communications interoperability issues
during Hurricane Katrina at Sept. 29
hearings. A similar hearing was held by
the same Senate committee Sept. 22.

Industry leaders used the House hear-
ing to tout once again the success satel-
lite technology had during Katrina,
though the technology received mixed
reviews from government officials at-
tending the Senate hearing this time
around.

Satellite Industry Association Chair-
man Tony Trujillo Jr., a senior vice presi-
dent at Intelsat of Washington, promot-
ed satellite technology before the House,
saying that satellites were used to reunite
families, reconnect communities and
connect emergency personnel.

“Although the performance of satel-
lite systems was impressive, their use was
often limited by a lack of preparation,”
Trujillo said. “Had satellite systems been

more effectively integrated into our
emergency communications network,
many of the communications problems
that occurred … would have been sub-
stantially mitigated.”

Trujillo recommended satellites be re-
garded as an essential component in all
future telecommunications planning,
that systems be pre-deployed to profes-
sionals, and that satellite spectrum be
preserved and protected.

Another industry player, Inmarsat
Global Ltd. of London, filed a petition
with the FCC Sept. 26, seeking permis-
sion to operate a spacecraft in the 2 GHz
band, or S-band, part of the spectrum.

The FCC authorized eight companies
to use the band for Mobile Satellite Ser-
vices in 2001, but six of those companies
have forfeited their authorizations, ac-
cording to a Sept. 27 Inmarsat press re-
lease. The two companies remaining with
authorization are ICO Satellite Manage-
ment LLC of Kirkland, Wash., and TMI
Communications, Inc. of Canada, ac-
cording to Greg Kalish, senior vice presi-
dent of Cubitt Jacobs & Prosek Commu-
nications, which represents Inmarsat.

Inmarsat representatives said the
company is pursuing the 2 GHz spectrum
in an effort to offer services to first re-
sponders.

“The devastating effects of the recent
Gulf Coast hurricanes have demonstrat-
ed the need for interoperable communi-
cations service for emergency respon-
ders and political officials,” Inmarsat
Chief Executive Officer Andy Sukawaty

said in the release. “The 2 GHz band will
allow Inmarsat to continue its long lega-
cy of supporting the communications
needs of the U.S. military, civil defense
and all agencies associated with home-
land security.”

If Inmarsat’s application is granted, it
would provide Mobile Satellite Services
by 2010 including voice, data and multi-
media offerings for emergency respon-
ders, political officials and the military.

During the Senate hearing, Sen.
Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) emphasized
the need  to incorpora te  s a te l l i t e
phones into any future solution for first
responders.

“With satellite communication sys-
tems through cell phones, you won’t
have to worry about towers. We’re very
hopeful that can be part of the solution
to the problem,” Lautenberg said.

But David Boyd, director of the Office
for Interoperability and Compatibility
for the Department of Homeland Secu-
rity, said that a combination of technol-
ogy will be needed in a disaster, singling
out satellite phones as just another tech-
nology that can be both helpful and un-
reliable.

“Many solutions have been offered
and many claims have been made for
each solution, but none is a silver bullet,”
said Boyd, who went on to outline some
of the drawbacks of satellite technology.

“Satellite phones are extremely useful
for command elements, but often hope-
lessly impractical for individual first re-
sponders,” Boyd said. He said one draw-

back is that users must be trained to use
the technology, and that vegetation,
buildings or the elements can all cause
interference to the signals.

“They also use batteries which need
recharging, and a first responder in the
middle of a rescue, up to his armpits in
water will find the antenna hard or im-
possible to aim,” Boyd said.

Iridium spokesperson Liz DeCastro
said in an interview that these limitations
are exaggerated.

“There wouldn’t be literally tens of
thousands of first responders using them
today if they weren’t a good tool for com-
munications in emergency situations,”
DeCastro said.

Iridium’s phones can be charged with
a solar charger or cigarette lighter charg-
er if electricity isn’t available, DeCastro
said, and have an extended battery,
which allows up to six hours of talk time
and 65 hours of standby time. She also
said various companies are coming up
with customized solutions so that a direct
line of sight isn’t needed between the an-
tennae and satellite.

And while buildings and vegetation
can block the phone’s light of sight, De-
Castro said weather is not an issue for
satellite phones.

Iridium was among those scheduled
to testify in a second panel featuring in-
dustry players before the Senate Sept. 29,
but the panel was postponed to an unde-
termined future date.

Comments: mfrederick@space.com
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BRIAN BERGER, WASHINGTON
The initial propulsion work in

support of NASA’s bid to return to
the Moon and go on to Mars will fo-
cus primarily on adapting space
shuttle systems and developing
methane-fueled engines, a technol-
ogy with which the United States
has little experience.

The space shuttle main engine
and solid rocket boosters are the
basis for two new launchers NASA
intends to develop, one for lofting
an astronaut-carrying capsule
known as the Crew Exploration Ve-
hicle (CEV), and a heavy lifter for
Moon-bound cargo loads. As cur-
rently envisioned, the CEV and oth-
er elements of the Moon and Mars
exploration architecture would rely
on engines fueled by a mixture of
liquid oxygen and methane, NASA
officials said.

Relying on a mix of old and new
technology will help NASA limit
risks in its propulsion development
work, said Steve Cook, deputy di-
rector for space transportation at
NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter in Huntsville, Ala. Marshall is in
charge of developing the rockets
NASA will need to return to the
Moon by 2018 and go on to Mars.

“Historically when we’ve gone
into a program like this, we’ve had
engine developments that start
right off the bat,” Cook said. “In-
stead we’re saying, ‘let’s focus our
new propulsion development on
much smaller-scale efforts. Let’s
also have back up plans in case it
doesn’t work out.’ It’s a balanced
risk versus reward that we’ve laid
out here.”

NASA’s propulsion plan also ad-
dresses the need to keep the shuttle

propulsion work force intact until
the last shuttle orbiter has flown.

Breathing New Life
NASA’s strategy drew praise

from the company that stands to
benefit the most from NASA’s
planned propulsion work.

“The whole initiative [NASA Ad-
ministrator Mike Griffin] has intro-
duced since he took over breathes
new life into the propulsion indus-
try,” said Byron Wood, president of
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne of
Chatsworth, Calif., the dominant
U.S. maker of liquid-fuel rocket en-
gines. “Before we were kind of in a
going-out-of-business mode.”

Wood added that NASA’s em-
phasis on heritage systems will help
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne,
among others, ensure a safe fly-out
of the space shuttle manifest.

“I think [Griffin] came up with

a concept that helps preserve the
skills by taking advantage of what’s
available in the shuttle program
and adapting it to the new program
so you give the existing [work
force] a future and utilize their
years of experience to make the fu-
ture a success.”

NASA hopes to field the 25-met-
ric-ton CEV and its launcher,
knownas theCrew LaunchVehicle,
by 2012 to support the internation-
al space station program. The rock-
et is based on the space shuttle sol-
id rocket booster built by ATK
Thiokol of Brigham City, Utah, and
uses a variant of the space shuttle
main engine as an upper stage.

That launcher also would be
used starting in 2018 for Moon mis-
sions, lofting the CEV into low
Earth orbit to rendezvous with an
Earth Departure Stage and Lunar
Lander, both of which would be
launched on a heavy-lift cargo vehi-
cle. The heavy-lift rocket, which
NASA intends to start developing
around 2011, is expected tobepow-
ered by two space shuttle solid rock-
et boosters and a cluster of five
space shuttle main engines.

Advancing Methane Propulsion
The new methane-fueled en-

gines would be used to power the
CEV and the ascent stage of the
Lunar Lander. NASA envisions us-
ing methane-fueled technology for
both the main maneuvering en-
gines and attitude- and reaction-
control thrusters on the CEV.

Cook said NASA intends to ini-
tiate before year’s end an advanced
development effort for methane
propulsion. The effort, he said,
would be run by NASA’s Glenn Re-
search Center in Cleveland. Indus-

try sources said Glenn is expected
to issue a draft request for propos-
als for methane research in the
coming weeks.

Cook, who was in charge of the
launch vehicle portion of NASA’s
recently unveiled exploration plan,
said NASA’s decision to develop a
pressure-fed methane engine was
driven by a look ahead at what
would be needed for manned mis-
sions to Mars. While methane is a
less efficient propellant than liquid
hydrogen, it is easier to store for
long stretches and is readily avail-
able on Mars, making it possible for
NASA to meet future propellant
needs by taking advantage of mar-
tian resources.

Further, NASA sees the Moon as
a proving ground for systems need-
ed to explore Mars.

The United States has never
flown a methane-fueled engine,

Cook said,but has studiedmethane
propellants closely enoughover the
years to know that it can be done.
Some of this work was done by the
major U.S. propulsion houses.

‘Achievable’ Engine
Both Pratt & Whitney Rocket-

dyne and its main rival, GenCorp
Aerojet of Sacramento, Calif., are
interested in developing methane
engines.

Jim Long, Aerojet’s director of
business development, said the
tricky part of methane engines pri-
marily has to do with the storage
and handling of the fuel.

“We believe that from an engi-
neering standpoint that a [liquid
oxygen]-methane engine is achiev-
able with most of the risk being cost
and schedule,” Long said. “The
greater part of the technical risk is
in the tank and feed system.”

Wood said more guidance is
needed from NASA on the
methane-fueled propulsion system,
but that industry is up to the task.
“We have been working with
methane and talking about
methane for 40 years,” Wood said.
“There has never been an engine
produced that runs on methane.”

Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne
and Aerojet are likely to face com-
petition from at least two small up-
starts that have been working on
methane engine technology:
XCOR Aerospace of Mojave,
Calif., and Orion Propulsion of
Madison, Ala.

“We have been looking pretty
seriously at it both for auxiliary
propulsion and for main propul-
sion for about two years now,”
XCOR President Jeff Greason said.
“We got interested in it when we
were doing a design study for [the
U.S. Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency] on a low-cost up-
per stage.”

Greason said XCOR decided
late last year to build and test a
small methane-fueled thruster “on
our own dime to get some experi-
ence with the propellant.” XCOR
expects to be ready to start test fir-
ing the small thruster in early 2006,
he said.

XCOR also submitted a propos-
al to NASA last year to develop,
build and test a 10,000-pound to
15,000-pound variable thrust liquid
oxygen-methane engine. NASA
awarded XCOR a contract for a
separate proposal to build and test
a composite tank for cryogenic fu-
els, but passed on its methane en-
gine proposal.

Orion Propulsion, meanwhile,
has been doing component-level
work on small methane thrusters
under a Marshall contract, accord-
ing to a company press release.

Recognizing that the methane
engine is fraught with the usual
technical and schedule risks, NASA
has decided to devote some effort
to a hypergolic system as a backup.
Hypergolic fuels, suchas hydrazine,
were used during the Apollo pro-
gram and are still used by the space
shuttle for in-space maneuvering.
But hypergolic propellants are not
the most efficient propellants and

are extremely toxic, requiring cum-
bersome and costly handling pro-
cedures.

Upper Stage Work
Next up on NASA’s list of near-

term propulsion needs, Cook said,
is an upper stage engine for the
Crew Launch Vehicle. Rather than
design a new engine, NASA’s plan
calls for using the space shuttle
mainenginemodified to start while
aloft rather than on the ground.

Here again, NASA’s choice was
made with an eye on the future.
NASAintends to useacluster of five
space shuttle main engines to pow-
er the main stage of its heavy-lift
rocket. “Since that won’t start until
2011,” Cook said, using the shuttle
engines for the Crew Launch Vehi-
cle “keeps the [space shuttle main
engine] line going” until then.

Cook said he expects the space
shuttle main engine air-start pro-
gram to be in component level test-
ing by the end of the year, with larg-
er-scale testing getting under way at
Stennis Space Center in Mississippi
“about a year from now.”

“The whole program is about a
three-year effort,” he said.

Wood said adapting the space
shuttle main engine to serve as the
Crew Launch Vehicle’s upper stage
is “a very doable thing.” He said the
company took a close look in early
1990s at what it would take to start
the engine in flight.

“The tests we did back then in-
dicated that it would not be a big
hurdle for the [space shuttle main
engine] to achieve,” Wood said.
“But it’s a matter of getting started
and having time to run the verifica-
tion test program to satisfy every-
body that it can meet the mission
requirements.”

Wood said the space shuttle
main engines that NASA flies today
could be used for the Crew Launch
Vehicle once the shuttle program
wraps up.

“When the shuttle is retiredIcan
immediately take the engine assets
out of the shuttle program and fly
them on these vehicles,” Wood said.

NASA has 12 complete engines
at Kennedy Space Center in Flori-
da, Wood said. In addition, the
agency has several test articles and
older variants of the engines, and
those plus hardware available at
Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne may
bring up to 30 the number of en-
gines that could be assembled rela-
tively quickly in support of the ex-
ploration effort, he said.

NASA also needs to make some
modifications to the four-segment
solid rocket booster that forms the
main stage of the Crew Launch Ve-
hicle. ATK Thiokol says the
changes needed are minor.

Michael Kahn, ATK Thiokol
vice president of space launch sys-
tems, said the only foreseen
changes have to do with the dif-
ference between the way the
boosters separate from the shuttle
orbiter — they fall off to the side
— and the way they will separate
from the Crew Launch Vehicle’s
upper stage. He said there will
need to be some changes to the
booster’s aft skirt.

Healso saidThiokol wouldhave
to take a careful look at the boost-
er’s existing parachute system since
the boosters would be falling far-
ther and faster when used for the
Crew Launch Vehicle than when
used for the shuttle.

The heavy-lift cargo vehicle
NASA wants calls for two five-seg-
ment solid rocket boosters that will
require a significant development
effort. Kahn said the sooner NASA
gets started on the five-segment
booster, the better.

Looking further out into next
decade, NASA needs an engine for
the Earth Departure Stage it in-
tends to use to send the Crew Ex-
ploration Vehicle and Lunar Lan-
der on their way to the Moon.
NASA intends to use the J2-S or an
equivalent engine. Built by Pratt &
Whitney Rocketdyne, the J2-S is a
never-flown variant of the engine
that powered the second-and third-
stages of the Saturn 5 rocket.

Comments: bberger@space.com

NASA Propulsion Strategy Reaches Back While Looking Ahead
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Shuttle Main Engine

“The whole initiative [NASA Administrator Mike
Griffin] has introduced since he took over breathes
new life into the propulsion industry. Before we
were kind of in a going-out-of-business mode.”

Byron Wood
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COLIN CLARK, WASHINGTON
JEREMY SINGER, WASHINGTON

A2006 de fense  spend ing b i l l
passed Sept. 28 by the U.S. Sen-
ate Appropriations Committee

virtually assures that the U.S. Air Force
will once again have to rewrite its de-
ployment timetable for two major satel-
lite systems, one for communications
and the other for ground surveillance.

The bill’s funding figures for the
Transformational Satellite (T-Sat) com-
munications system and Space Radar
surveillance system track closely with
proposed reductions in companion leg-
islation approved by the House of Rep-
resentatives in June. That leaves little to
negotiate concerning those programs
when the House and Senate lawmakers
meet this autumn to hammer out a final
version of the 2006 Defense Appropria-
tions Bill.

And in a reflection of Congress’
mounting frustration with cost growth
on U.S. military space programs in gen-
eral ,  the report accompanying the
Senate bill directs the Air Force to
come up with a plan in four months “to
improve space acquisition and re-estab-
lish the proud legacy of successful satel-
lite development.” The panel “strongly
encourages” the Air Force “to continue
the implementation of needed changes
in space acquisition,” the report said.

The panel recommends cutting $250
million from the Air Force’s $836 mil-
lion request for the T-Sat effort. On top
of that, the committee proposed fenc-
ing off $150 million of the remaining
money for the possible acquisition of a
fourth Advanced Extremely High Fre-
quency (EHF) satellite, the report said.

The Air Force has indicated that it
wants to deploy just three Advanced
EHF communications satellites before
moving on to the more-capable T-Sat
system, but the committee directs the
service to take another look at the issue.
Should the military decide to build the

fourth Advanced EHF satellite, the $150
million would go toward that effort.

As part of its study, the Air Force
should consider “advanced capabilities”
that could be incorporated on a fourth
Advanced EHF satellite, the report said.

Air Force and industry officials have
raised the possibility of introducing T-
Sat capabilities incrementally through
the predecessor program.

The “committee encourages the De-
fense Department to pursue this policy
… if the study findings support this ap-
proach,” the report said. The service
also should evaluate whether it might
need additional Advanced EHF satel-

lites beyond the fourth, the report said.
The House version of the defense

spending bill would trim $400 million
from the Air Force’s request for T-Sat
next year. In a report accompanying its
version of the bill, the House recom-

mended that the Air Force consider al-
ternatives to the current schedule for
fielding T-Sat that included slowing the
pace of development while launching
upgraded versions of the Advanced
EHF and Wideband Gapfiller satellites.

One source close to the T-Sat pro-
gram said the first launch of those satel-
lites, currently scheduled for 2013, like-
ly will slip about eight months into 2014
as a result of the congressional actions.
That assumes the program will receive
full funding in future years, a prospect
that seems unlikely given the skepticism
among lawmakers about the readiness
of  the technology. T-Sat  would be
delayed further if Congress ultimately
compels the Air Force to buy the fourth
Advanced EHF satellite in the final ver-
sion of the appropriations bill,  the
source said.

Meanwhile, the Senate panel echoed
the House bill by cutting $126 million
from the Pentagon’s $226 million re-
quest for the Space Radar. The Senate
report said “the current [cost] projec-
tions based on a large constellation are
very high and bring into question the
program’s affordability.”

The Pentagon wants the Space Radar
satellites to provide high-resolution im-
ager y and sur ve i l l ance of mov ing
ground targets regardless of time of day
or weather. The Air Force had hoped to
begin launching those satellites around
2015, and conduct a small-scale space
demonstration in 2008, but those plans

are in jeopardy.
The White House Office of Manage-

ment and Budget has yet to publish an
official response to the Senate bill.
However, fol lowing passage of  the
House version, the budget office said
the proposed reductions to T-Sat and
Space Radar, along with those on sever-
al other programs, would cause signifi-
cant delays or cancellations.

Pentagon officials have discussed the
possibility of keeping the T-Sat and
Space Radar programs on track next
year with money diverted from other
programs, but that possibility is consid-
ered a long shot, sources said.

The Senate bill also trimmed $100
million from the Air Force’s $757 mil-
lion request for the Space Based In-
frared System (SBIRS) missile warning
system. Citing the program’s significant
cost growth in the last year, the panel di-
rected the Air Force to provide a new
cost estimate and “implement any need-
ed management changes….”

Air Force officials already are review-
ing alternatives to the missile warning
system as required by law in cases where
Pentagon programs exceed the 25-per-
cent cost growth threshold.

The House did not reduce the SBIRS
funding request for 2006. If the Senate
reduction stands, it would cause signifi-
cant disruption to the program and
drive the cost up even higher, according
to a Pentagon source.

The Senate report also expressed
concern about the lack of competition
for Pentagon launch vehicle contracts.

The Air Force plans to split roughly
evenly its next round of satellite launch
contracts between Lockheed Martin
Corp. and Boeing Co. in order to keep
both companies in the launch business.
In addition, the companies are seeking
U.S. government permission to combine
their rocket manufacturing operations.

“Thus, the Committee directs that
launch services contracts provide an an-
nual opportunity for companies to pres-
ent their qualifications and compete for
launch services,” the Senate report said.

Comments: cclark@space.com, jsinger@space.com
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The Air Force wants to deploy just three Advanced EHF communications satellites (one shown above) before moving on to the more-capable T-Sat system, but the U.S. Senate Appropriations Commit-
tee directs the service to take another look at the issue and consider incorporating advanced capabilities on a fourth Advanced EHF satellite. 
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Sen. Wayne Allard

Sen. Wayne Allard (above), chairman of the Congressional
Space Power Caucus, said our nation’s dominance is being
challenged not so much from outside this country as from
within. In many respects, the senator said, we have become
our own worst enemy. See Commentary, page 4A

Gen. James E. Cartwright (below), commander of the U.S. Strate-
gic Command, said there needs to be more integration between
space, air, land and sea. When you have surveillance needs, the
general said, you may be able to bolster your coverage through
air, terrestrial or maritime assets. See Profile, page 8A

Gen. James E. Cartwright

The Senate report said “the current [cost] projections based on
a large constellation are very high and bring into question the
program’s affordability.”
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The Greatest Threat to U.S. Space Dominance
< U.S. SEN. WAYNE ALLARD (R-COLO.) >
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After the end of the Cold War, the
range of threats facing our nation
seemed limited and discernible. We

could plan, prepare and, if necessary, pre-
empt a potential threat. But the terrorist at-
tacks on Sept. 11, 2001, and more recently
hurricanes Katrina and Rita, have demon-
strated that our knowledge is limited and
that our nation remains vulnerable to man-
made and natural disasters.

The value of space was again demon-
strated during the Katrina relief effort.
Without space, it might have taken weeks to
fully respond to the crisis.

For example, the Air Force’s Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program space-
craft revealed to emergency management
agencies those communities that lacked
electrical power. Commercial remote sens-
ing companies provided high-resolution
satellite imagery to relief organizations,
which helped determine the extent of the
damage in specific areas. And, our Global
Positioning System (GPS) helped our re-
sponse units navigate areas devoid of land-
marks or signs of previous existence.

Disasters like Katrina and Rita have
helped us to appreciate space as a critical
enabler. However, I still do not believe we
have fully recognized just how important
space is to our country.

Space Dependence
Four years ago, the U.S. Commission on

National Security Space found that the
United States was more dependent upon
space than any other nation, although we
often take space for granted. But if you look
closely, you will see that most of our com-
mercial sector now depends upon space as-
sets. And our military looks to space so

much that it would be difficult for our
forces to operate without the unique capa-
bilities — such as communications and nav-
igation — space provides.

The Space Commission identified sever-
al scenarios in which our dominance in
space could be significantly diminished. A
potential terrorist attack, another war in the
Middle East, or tensions over Taiwan head-
ed the commission’s list of worries.

While I share many of the concerns ex-
pressed by the Space Commission, I believe
that a new, more ominous threat has arisen.

Our nation’s dominance in space is
being challenged not so much from out-
side this country as from within. In many
respects, we have become our own worst
enemy.

Over the last decade, we have done
everything possible to sabotage our own
space supremacy. And we have done this in
every area of government, at every possible
turn. Our warfighters, program managers,
contractors, and yes, even Congress, are re-
sponsible, and all are guilty of ignoring the

warning signs.
Our nation has no rival when it comes

to building world-class satellite systems. We
have an extremely talented industrial base,
outstanding research laboratories and
brilliant engineers. Most of our satellite
systems operate years beyond their life ex-
pectancy and out-perform even our own
high expectations.

Greatest Challenge
The problem is not the operation of our

satellites. Once they get into space, our
satellites rarely disappoint. Rather, our
greatest challenge lies in the development
and building of those satellites.

Many national security acquisition pro-
grams continue to experience significant
technical problems, schedule delays and
cost growth. The Defense Science Board
(DSB) concluded that cost has replaced
mission success; unrealistic estimates have
led to unrealistic budgets; and inadequate
definition of requirements has resulted in
the introduction of new requirements late
in the development cycle.

The problems identified by the DSB
only scratched the surface. Witnesses from
the Government Accountability Office
(GAO) have testified that most original
baselines for many space programs — per-
haps the most important point in the ac-
quisition process — are flawed from the
very beginning. Cost, schedule and per-
formance estimates used for the baseline, in
almost every space program, have been pre-
pared with highly inaccurate, or at best, in-
complete, information.

Some would suggest that the best way to
fix this problem is to hire better program
managers and system engineers. I certainly

agree that the absence of trained and expe-
rienced space professionals has hindered
the government’s ability to manage these
programs.

Acquisition Breakdown
However, as the DSB and GAO have dis-

covered, the deck already is stacked against
a program manager before he or she starts
working on a program. While the lack of tal-
ent is hurting our space programs, it is the
space acquisition process itself that is bring-
ing our space programs to a grinding halt.

This is occurring for multiple reasons.
First, the Department of Defense is

launching acquisition programs before ful-
ly knowing whether the planned technolo-
gies can achieve the system requirements.
All too often the necessary investments in
technology development and systems engi-
neering have not been made, nor has the
technical risk for a program been fully ex-
amined.

According to GAO, the primary reason
why this happens is because it is easier for a

program manager to secure money within
the department by including the technolo-
gy development and system engineering
within an acquisition program. This prob-
lem is so serious that, according to the
GAO, 80 percent of research and develop-
ment funding is being allocated to acquisi-
tion programs, not science and technology
budget activities. What is so harmful about
including research and development activi-
ties within an acquisition program? The an-
swer is that it introduces an unacceptable
degree of uncertainty into the acquisition
program.

In most cases, the schedule for a space
acquisition program is entirely dependent
upon how fast the technology can be devel-
oped. As the element of uncertainty rises,
both cost and schedule are put at greater
risk. Too many times, baselines for satellite
programs are blown because the maturity
of a particular technology has not pro-
gressed to the level needed.

Another way the process is hindering
our space acquisition programs is the man-
ner in which contractors are winning bids
to develop and build these satellites.

Space program contractors are submit-
ting bids at the lowest possible credible
price. In the highly competitive space busi-
ness, where there are few contracts and 10-
to 15-year acquisition timetables, contrac-
tors are fighting tooth and nail over every
contract. As a result, according to DSB,
most contractors submit bids that have a 20
percent chance of meeting the original
baseline for the program.

So what does this mean to a $5 billion
space acquisition program? According to A.
Thomas Young, the former chairman of
DSB, the contractor bids are so far off that
when a government program manager
walks in the door on the first day to work on
his or her $5 billion program, he or she is

already guaranteed a $2.5 billion cost over-
run. Further complicating the situation is
the fact that the program manager won’t
discover the inadequacy of the program’s
baseline until the program is halfway com-
plete — when the integration testing starts.

Requirements Creep
A third reason are the numerous de-

mands being placed on our space programs
by the warfighter. Some of these require-
ments are legitimate needs. Others are de-
sires that provide only marginal or niche ca-
pability.

There has been a profound absence of
discipline when it comes to requirements
definition and requirements implementa-
tion. The warfighters do not seem to un-
derstand the impact that adding new re-
quirements has on cost and schedule:
Adding new requirements after a certain
point is a sure-fire way to ensure a pro-
gram’s cost and schedule will grow beyond
its original baseline.

It is important to acknowledge that the
Air Force is trying to fix these problems. I
applaud Gen. Lance Lord, the commander
of Air Force Space Command, for taking
the lead in crafting the Air Force’s space
cadre development strategy. I believe this
effort is critical and will pay significant divi-
dends in the future. I also support the ex-
cellent work done by former Under Secre-
tary of the Air Force Peter B. Teets in
developing the Air Force’s new space ac-
quisition guidelines.

Yet, while these efforts are notable, they
don’t go far enough.

The Air Force continues to resort to re-
baselining many of its space acquisition pro-
grams in order to complete them. Some
space programs now are projected to cost
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Sen. Wayne Allard

SEE ALLARD PAGE 6A

Our nation’s dominance in space is being challenged not so
much from outside this country as from within. In many
respects, we have become our own worst enemy.
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more than twice their original baseline. Ac-
cording to the Congressional Budget Office,
the Air Force budget for space programs is
projected to grow by 40 percent next year
and double by 2011. This is not because of
new programs, but to pay for those already in
the pipeline that have been delayed or ex-
perienced significant cost increases.

We in Congress are tired of the frequent
cost increases and schedule delays.

No More Excuses
We have heard all the excuses and they

are no longer good enough. In many re-
spects, the Air Force and its contractors have
lost all credibility with Congress when it
comes to space acquisition programs. My col-
leagues and I are no longer surprised by ad-
ditional cost increases or notices of further
schedule delays. Nor do some in Congress
give much credence to the Air Force’s pro-
posals to fix these programs.

The Congress’s lack of confidence in Air
Force space acquisition management has re-
sulted in enormous reductions in funding
for space programs. For example, the
House of Representatives cut $400 million

from the Transformational Satellite pro-
gram and another $125 million for the
Space Radar program.

That is a net loss of more than $500 mil-
lion from the Air Force’s space budget next
year. Unfortunately, similar cuts can be ex-
pected in the Senate as well.

The key question that we should be ask-
ing is: Can the Air Force get its space pro-
grams back on the right path?

First, we must slow down our newer space
acquisition programs until we get a better
trained, more experienced space cadre in
place. We need people who understand the
complexities of our space programs and who
can make decisions that are in the best in-
terests of our national security. We also need
to invest the time to conduct realistic, inde-
pendent cost estimates and perform multi-
ple examinations of the technology being
used in the program. We need to slow down,
learn from our mistakes, and make sure to
get it right the first time.

Second, the Air Force must limit the
amount of research and development that is
conducted in its space acquisition programs.
More money needs to be spent on basic sci-
enceand technology so that the technicalbar-
riers for incorporating advanced technolo-

gies in acquisition programs are reduced.
Acquisition programs should not be in-

cubators for unproven technology. We need
to better differentiate between the building
of a satellite and the development of the
technology necessary for that satellite.

Third, the Air Force must prove that it
can effectively manage a space acquisition
program from start to finish under the pro-
gram’s original baseline. The Air Force
needs a space acquisition program that it can
point to as a successful example.

The Air Force also needs to prove that its
space program budget requests are justified,
and that the service will not be asking for
more money to pay for unexpected costs in-
creases, except in the most unusual and in-
frequent circumstances.

Restoring Credibility
Until its credibility is restored in Con-

gress, you can expect the Air Force to face a
struggle in its effort to get its programs off
the ground and into orbit.

Fourth, only when we have rebuilt the
confidence that has been lost between the
Air Force and Congress — and only then —
do I believe we should start considering a
mechanism for providing a reserve fund.

Since unexpected costs and schedule delays
do occur, it is only prudent to provide pro-
gram managers with a reserve fund they can
use to deal with an emergency problem. This
should not be a slush fund. Nor should it be
a special account to add more capability. If
the fund is created, there must be close man-
agement and even closer oversight.

I strongly believe the continued misman-
agement of our space acquisition programs
is a far greater threat to our space domi-
nance than any external danger. Our space
assets have provided a critical transforma-
tional capability for warfighters, and they re-
main a key component of our national intel-
ligence network. We cannot afford to remain
on the current path. Too much is at stake.

The good news though is that the Air
Force can fix this. Our problems are not in-
surmountable. Indeed, with Under Secretary
Ron Sega’s leadership, I am confidant this sit-
uation can be turned around and that signif-
icant progress can be made toward this goal.

These are tough issues facing our nation.
We need to overcome these challenges, and
together, I know we can.

U.S. Sen. Wayne Allard (R) is Colorado’s senior senator, and
is chairman of the Congressional Space Power Caucus.

ALLARD FROM PAGE 4A

Europe Readies Test of Laser Communication System
Hardware Might Be Used on U.S. Missile Defense Satellite NFIRE
PETER B. de SELDING, PARIS

The German and European space agencies are sched-
uled to begin testing Oct. 3 on laser-optical communica-
tions links between terminals located on mountaintops 142
kilometers apart. The testing is in preparation for the 2006
launch of the hardware aboard U.S. Missile Defense
Agency and German government satellites.

The two-week trial of laser communications hardware
developed by Tesat-Spacecom GmbH, of Backnang, Ger-
many, will be conducted from the Optical Ground Station,
located at an elevation of 2,000 meters on Spain’s Tenerife
Island and operated by the European Space Agency (ESA).

The laser communications terminal will transmit and re-
ceive signals from an identical unit installed at a similar el-
evation on La Palma Island.

The purpose of the tests is to assess the degradation of a
laser signal sent at a speed of 5.5 gigabits per second as it
traverses the atmosphere.

The hardware is identical to gear being integrated as a
secondary payload on the German government’s Ter-
raSAR-X radar Earth observation satellite and the U.S. Mis-
sile Defense Agency’s Near Field Infrared Experiment
(NFIRE), both set for launch in 2006.

The laser communications packages are not related to
either satellite’s prime mission. TerraSAR-X is designed as
an operational Earth observation system for use by German
government and commercial industry. NFIRE is intended
to develop the means to distinguish the body of missiles in
their boost phase from their exhaust plume.

Once in orbit, the two laser terminals will attempt to
communicate with each other in the more laser-friendly en-
vironment of low Earth orbit.

Room for the laser payload on the NFIRE satellite
opened up after the Missile Defense Agency removed a kill
vehicle carrying an additional sensor that was designed to
fly close to the target missile during testing.

However, the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee
recommended that the Pentagon restore the kill vehicle to
NFIRE in its version of the 2006 defense budget legislation,
and if the House of Representatives agrees to do so when
members meet to sort out differences between their bills,
the laser payload may need to find a new host.

The use of laser optics for communications has yet to ful-
fill its backers’ long-held hopes for military or commercial

space applications. But several European governments, no-
tably Germany and France, continue to invest in it, mainly
for its potential to speed communications between low-or-
biting satellites and their ground controllers, even when
they are on opposite sides of the Earth; between satellites
located in low-Earth and the higher geostationary orbit;
and between unmanned vehicles or aircraft and geosta-
tionary-orbiting satellites.

Tesat-Spacecom has been developing its laser terminals
for more than a decade. Since 2002, it has received about
$40 million in funding from the German Aerospace Cen-
ter, DLR, which is the principal owner of TerraSAR-X.

German government officials have said the laser tech-
nology is a candidate for use on the second generation of
the German Defense Ministry’s five-satellite SAR-Lupe
radar reconnaissance system. The first-generation satellites,
which are designed to use low-speed radio-frequency inter-
satellite links, are scheduled for launch starting in 2006.

Tesat-Spacecom had been selected to provide laser in-
tersatellite links for the now-abandoned U.S.-based global
satellite broadband constellations.

Berry Smutny, Tesat executive vice president, said the
company has abandoned, for now, its attempt to introduce
the technology into the commercial telecommunications
market. But the military and civil government markets, he
said, continue to show promise.

“What we hope to develop here is a trans-Atlantic link in
both senses of the word,” Smutny said Sept. 28.

ESA and the French space agency, CNES, were the first
in Europe to use lasers in space. The Silex laser terminal
built by EADS Astrium of France was launched on CNES’
Spot 4 Earth observation satellite in 1998 and has since
successfully communicated with the European Space
Agency’s Artemis telecommunications satellite in geosta-
tionary orbit.

Under a 1994 agreement, ESA and the Japanese space
agency, JAXA, plan to use a Japanese-built version of the
Silex terminal launched Aug. 23 aboard Japan’s Kirari low-
orbiting satellite to communicate with Artemis.

A.G. Bird, an Artemis program manager at ESA, said the
Kirari-Artemis communications experiment is scheduled
to start in November. A test model of the Japanese-built ter-
minal was used in 2003 from the Tenerife Optical Ground
Station to communicate with Artemis.

The Silex terminal on Artemis and Spot 4 weighs about
190 kilograms, operates on 200 watts of power and provides
50 megabits per second of data throughput. The Tesat-
Spacecom terminal weighs less than 25 kilograms, operates
on 125 watts of power and is designed to provide 5.5 giga-
bits of throughput.

“The EADS Astrium and Tesat-Spacecom units are dif-
ferent technologies that are difficult to compare,” said Zo-
ran Sodnik, manager of the Tenerife station. “The Tesat
product is a second-generation system and is certainly more
advanced in terms of its capability to provide high-speed in-
tersatellite links. How well it will operate through the at-
mosphere is what we will find out in the tests we are about
to conduct.”

The French arms procurement agency, DGA, expects to
begin tests of its Lola technology demonstrator in 2006 with
a new-generation Silex terminal from EADS Astrium in-
stalled on a jet aircraft to communicate with Artemis. DGA
officials say ultimately the technology could be used to
beam communications between unmanned aerial vehicles
and ground controllers via a geostationary satellite.

The Lola experiment and the work at ESA’s Optical
Ground Station ultimately should provide clues as to
whether laser communications’ advantages in encryption
and data throughput can overcome the signal dispersion
that occurs as the signal courses through the atmosphere,
especially for ground-to-space links.

Comments: pdeselding@compuserve.com
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PROFILE Marine Corps Gen. James E. Cartwright

Not Sticking with the
Status Quo at Strategic

Command

COMMANDER,
U.S. STRATEGIC COMMAND

James Cartwright entered uncharted waters in the summer of 2004 when he took
command of U.S. Strategic Command, or Stratcom. That organization, historically
focused on the ICBM mission, had seen its portfolio expand significantly in the pre
ceding years to include space support, missile defense and cyber warfare.

Cartwright’s first order of business was to review Stratcom’s organization. That exer-
cise led to changes that included shifting some of the operational functions traditionally
associated with U.S. Space Command — which had been folded into Stratcom — to oth-
er facilities such as Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.

But Stratcom retained broad oversight and long-term planning responsibilities for
space at its headquarters near Omaha, Neb. And when it comes to that planning, whether
for satellite architectures or computer software, Cartwright makes clear he will not be
bound by the practices of the past.

A former Marine aviator with flight experience in F-4 and F/A-18 combat air-
craft, Cartwright spoke recently with Space News editor Lon Rains and staff writer
Jeremy Singer. SP
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What are your main concerns today with mili-
tary space programs?
Our analysis indicates that the problems lie
not with the technical sophistication of the
programs, but with the level of effort that
goes on.

Space programs take five or more years in
systems engineering whether they are a new
start with high technical risk or a recapital-
ization of an old capability.

If that’s true, or if it is true even on the
margins, it tells you that you’ve got to figure
out how to go in and re-engineer the process
in a way that goes back to the core values —
what is it that we want to accomplish, and is
space the right domain?

There needs to be more integration be-
tween space, air, land and sea. For instance,
you might want to do global surveillance
from space, so you examine issues like how
many orbits you need per day, etc.

And when you have surge needs, you may
be able to bolster your coverage through air,
terrestrial or maritime assets.

How do you get to more integrated
architectures?

Right now, we have space architects, we
have air architects, we have intelligence ar-
chitects. How you start to cross pollinate re-
ally is at the heart of the need for the new
Strategic Command. It’s to put these mis-
sions in a place where — and I don’t want say
this pejoratively — you’re not necessarily
carrying the baggage of how the domain
grew up. And so you can look at it in a way
that says, “I could get great leverage if I could
just connect these two dots.”

Do you embrace the idea of getting away from

multimission platforms and returning to single-
sensor satellites?

What you’d like to have is the flexibility
for the mission to grow with the changes in
the world. We have talked for a long time,
let’s just take air as an example, about multi-
mission platforms.

Well, if I’m going to do that in space then
the sophistication goes up. I need to make
that platform last longer. I need to have
more people associated with the platform to
make the systems work, and you start to build
yourself to a spiral where you no longer can
afford the platforms.

If you were to lose one, the loss — the
significance, the regret factor, however you
want to term it — becomes very difficult.
And because of the capital investment it has
to almost be perfect. You can’t assume any
risk in the normal operations. In space you
can’t assume risk in the launch that you
would not get to orbit for some reason.

And so, have we gone too far in multi-
mission? I think so. Do we want to go to sin-
gle mission? Case is still out. I think you can
get down to where a couple of missions give
you the breadth and flexibility, and are
compatible.

Usually in space what you worry about is
sensors that have some vibration or move-
ment in pointing that disrupts other sensors
on the spacecraft. So you find those syner-
gies and try to get there, rather than trying
to build an overly complicated spacecraft.

Does the separation of the Air Force undersec-
retary and National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO) director positions concern you?

There has to be some sort of relationship
between the departments and the NRO be-

cause we have missions that are integrated. Al-
most all of our missions today are integrated.

You’d have to flesh out the relationship
between the secretary of defense and the
NRO director. There has to be a way for mil-
itary and intelligence issues to be brought to
the table.

The chairman of the joint chiefs has a le-
gal requirement to be able to advise the sec-
retary and the president, and that includes
matters associated with space. So he has to
have some relationship with the NRO.

The next level would be Stratcom. And
because of the operational missions that
we’ve been given and the integration, there
has to be an articulation of that relationship,
particularly on the operational side where
our responsibilities and those of the NRO’s
may need to be de-conflicted on issues rang-
ing from communications to space situa-
tional awareness.

Are you nervous about how this relationship is
going to work out?

No. These are reasonable people.
They’re all Type A, but they’re reasonable
people. At the end of the day, they want this
nation to succeed.

Where are you in the process of getting the
national missile defense system declared
operational?

If you need the system, it’s ready. It’s not
heavily redundant, but we’re working to add
redundancy and improve our command
and control work.

We’re going through several software up-
grades that are a result of Pfc. Cartwright sit-
ting at a console for multiple hours and then
coming back and saying “you know if that

were red instead of blue I might see this or I
might catch this.”

The major issue right now is to integrate
that redundancy, get a confidence in the op-
erators that that redundancy in fact is there
and will serve us well.

The flight test program also has to prove
out, as all test programs must. But I would say
of all of the programs, that’s the one I’ll
watch most carefully.

What are some of the changes that you would
like to make in the way Stratcom buys software?

Today, as is the case with satellites, we try
to buy one software package that serves all
functions. And so it takes us forever to build
it; when it gets fielded it can be labeled lega-
cy; it costs us a fortune; and for an individual,
again Pfc. Cartwright sitting at a desk, prob-
ably only uses 30, 40 or 50 percent of the
functionality.

The question is can we — particularly in
the command-and-control and the user-de-
fined functions — can we do that in a simple
architecture? There are several commercial
alternatives out there that are very simple,
and we can teach Lance Cpl. Cartwright to
actually do this in school and write applica-
tions, so that I can find a need, put you at a
desk and say “this is going to be your func-
tion,” and give you an update every week un-
til you have about the 90-percent solution or
80-percent solution of your function.

It’s tailored to you. When I’m done with
it, I can toss it for no little or no loss and I can
change my applications as fast as the threat
changes. And that’s where I want to be. I
don’t want to be building too many overly
complex software packages that, because of
the investment, I’ve got to keep whether it
fits the problem or not.
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BARBARA OPALL ROME, TEL AVIV, Israel
Israel’s top government-owned aero-

space firms are putting aside their historic ri-
valry for future space work and forming a
new commercial joint venture aimed at the
prospective market for microsatellites.

Executives at Israel Aircraft Industries
(IAI) Ltd. and Rafael Armament Develop-
ment Authority Ltd. expect to sign an agree-
ment formalizing the new entity by mid-Oc-
tober. Tentatively called MicroSat, Ltd., the
new company should end a protracted turf
battle between the two firms over Defense
Ministry (MoD) budgetary allocations and
the marketing rights associated with the de-
velopment and production of relatively low
cost, multi-mission satellites weighing no
more than 120 kilograms.

For years, IAI — the nation’s sole satellite-
producing firm — has aggressively opposed
attempts by Rafael to encroach on what it
views as its exclusive domain. IAI executives
argued that it would be a waste of taxpayer
funds for the cash-strapped nation to invest
in the duplicative infrastructure demanded
by space-related development activities.

The matter was ostensibly put to rest in
mid-2003, when Amos Yaron, then director-
general of Israel’s MoD, strong-armed the
two firms into agreeing to coordinate rather
than compete for funding and infrastruc-
ture development associated with mi-
crosatellite initiatives. Jacob Toren, a former
Rafael chairman, succeeded Yaron as MoD
director-general in mid-September.

In interviews here, government and in-
dustry sources said the new firm would com-
bine IAI’s satellite design, manufacturing, in-
tegration and launch expertise with
capabilities developed at Rafael in the fields
of micropropulsion, inertial sensors and in-
ter-satellite, laser-linked communications.

“The new firm will focus on joint devel-
opment and sales of micro-satellites that
could weigh as little as 10 kilograms and no
more than 120 kilograms,” said Nehemia

Miller, director of Rafael’s Space Systems Di-
rectorate. “It will be the first commercial
space venture jointly managed and owned by
IAI and Rafael, with the managing director
coming from Rafael and the chairman from
IAI.”

And while MicroSat, Ltd. is initially aimed
at commercial and scientific projects,
sources here readily acknowledge it would
serve to further national military space ini-
tiatives that have been hard hit by budget
cuts in recent years. MicroSat, Ltd.’s focus on
the microsatellite and so-called nanosatellite
niche markets conveniently overlaps with
MoD’s ambitions to launch on demand,
from fighter aircraft, very small satellites ca-
pable of operating as a unit for a variety of in-
telligence gathering, targeting and com-
mand and control missions.

As envisioned by the MoD military space
roadmap — details of which remain classi-
fied — the generic, low-cost satellite bus
would house a variety of so-called plug-and-
play payloads, with mission functions divided
among two or three platforms so that the
sum of the formation far exceeds the contri-
bution of each individual spacecraft.

Tal Inbar, senior research fellow at Israel’s
Fisher Institute for Air & Space Strategic
Studies, refused to elaborate on MoD mili-
tary space plans. He noted, however, that in
a small country like Israel, where less than a
handful of firms are responsible for devel-
oping space systems, “any gains achieved
through commercial space programs natu-
rally serve to promote national security goals
and our defense industrial base.”

In a Sept. 28 interview, Inbar said he was
optimistic about the eventual prospects for
the micro-satellite market. “Very small satel-
lites with a short lifetime that can be
launched on demand to the most efficient
low Earth orbits could be an excellent tool
for disaster monitoring and mitigation. Such
platforms are not yet available, and recent
Katrina and Rita hurricanes made clear that
even a space superpower like the United

States lacked sufficient satellite coverage for
these missions,” he said.

He added that such satellites could po-
tentially be launched from airliners. “In this
exclusive and potentially lucrative niche
market, the Israeli industry has much to of-
fer,” Inbar said.

However, Israeli executives directly in-
volved in the establishment of the MicroSat
venture were much more hesitant in their
expectations for the emerging market.

“In the long term, our vision is to provide
a constellation of micro-satellites whose con-
tribution is far greater than any one of
them,” said Yossi Weiss, manager of the
Space Division at IAI’s MBT Group. He
quickly added, “But this is still in the research
and development phase and could take 10 to
20 years to realize. We’re going to need to do
a lot of research in order to validate if there
is truly a commercial market out there for
this niche.”

Likewise, Rafael’s Miller conceded there
is no immediate business justification for the
new firm. Nevertheless, he said the MicroSat
venture represents a long-term investment
that could yield future profits while promot-
ing nearer-term Israeli development goals.
“Right now, there is no killer application and
no real business benefit in support of these
extremely small satellites. But we’re looking
to the future. Not too long ago, nobody ex-
pected laptop or hand-held computers to be-
come the necessity they are today. We expect
the same trend to materialize in the micro-
and nano-satellite niche.”

Ironically, the first tangible program to be
managed and implemented by the new firm
does not fit into the category of microsatel-
lites. Nevertheless, government and industry
sources intend to leverage work performed
for Project Venus, a French-Israeli coopera-
tive program aimed at precision agricultural
imaging and environmental monitoring,
into future microsatellite initiatives.

Planned for launch in 2008, the Vegeta-
tion and Environment Monitoring New Mi-

cro-Satellite (Venus) mission is based on the
same satellite bus developed by IAI for
MoD’s TechSAR synthetic aperture radar
satellite, which has an estimated weight of
210-260 kilograms. It also will incorporate a
low-thrust electric propulsion system devel-
oped by Rafael in cooperation with Israel’s
Technion University and the country’s Na-
hel Sorek nuclear research institute.

Israeli industry executives said the new
IAI-Rafael venture would sign a contract
soon with the French space agency, CNES,
which partners with the Israel Space Agency
on the Venus program. Weiss said use of the
TechSAR satellite bus for the Venus project
would allow the new firm to demonstrate its
ability to provide small, low-weight generic
platforms for multiple missions. Similarly,
Miller said demonstration of the Israeli-de-
veloped electric propulsion system for Venus
would serve to benefit other micro-satellite
initiatives, including those required by MoD.

“Validation of our concept through Pro-
ject Venus will benefit other small satellite
programs. We expect to achieve significant
savings in fuel consumption and the ability
to change orbital paths in flight, which will al-
low us to improve satellite revisit time,”
Miller said. He was referring to the ability of
the satellite to linger longer or position itself
more accurately over high-value target areas.

Seed money for the new IAI-Rafael firm is
expected to come from the CNES contract
associated with Project Venus, the Israel
Space Agency, Israel’s Ministry of Industry
and Trade and from the two Israeli govern-
ment-owned firms.

Government and industry sources here
declined to provide a specific breakdown of
funds destined for the new MicroSat ven-
ture. However, they roughly estimate the
CNES contract at about 12 million Euro,
and the collective Israeli government share
at about $14 million. An additional, as yet
undetermined investment amount will be
shared evenly by IAI and Rafael, sources
here said.
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Israeli Firms Join Forces on Microsatellites
Business Venture Fueled by Ministry of Defense Space Plans

Taiwan’s Argo Could Be Added to RapidEye
PETER B. de SELDING, PARIS

Taiwan’s national space
agency has hired Italian and Ger-
man companies to assist in the de-
sign of a multimission Earth ob-
servation satellite platform,
whose first application may be as
part of the RapidEye commercial
constellation scheduled for
launch in 2007.

Carlo Gavazzi Space of Milan,
Italy, and SpaceTech of Immen-
staad, Germany, have formed a
joint venture to assist Taiwan’s
National Space Organization
(NSO) in developing the Argo
satellite, which Taiwanese author-
ities plan to launch in 2008.

Under current plans, Argo
would be inserted as a sixth satel-
lite in the RapidEye Earth obser-
vation constellation managed by
RapidEye AG of Brandenburg,
Germany. The five primary Rapid-
Eye satellites are under construc-
tion by Surrey Satellite Technolo-

gy Ltd. of England and are to be
placed into orbit aboard the
Ukrainian Dnepr silo-launched
vehicle.

“The signing of the contract
with us is the first concrete step
moving Argo forward,” Roberto
Aceti, Carlo Gavazzi Space’s gen-
eral manager, said in a Sept. 28 in-
terview. “The satellite bus would
be developed in Taiwan, whereas
we have responsibility for system
consulting and some of the on-
board avionics.”

C.Z. Frank Chen, chief scien-
tist at Taiwan’s NSO — formerly
known as the National Space Pro-
gram Office — described Argo as
the first in a series of planned
Earth observation missions using
small satellites developed domes-
tically. In a Sept. 14 internal pres-
entation on Argo that was subse-
quently published by the NSO,
Chen said joining the RapidEye
system will permit Taiwan to take
part in a commercial venture.

RapidEye Director Wolfgang
Biedermann said RapidEye has
had discussions with NSO author-
ities but cautioned that no formal
agreement on Argo’s insertion
into the RapidEye system has
been signed. “We would expect
this to be a great enhancement to
our system, but details need to be
worked out,” Biedermann said
Sept. 28. “We have certain re-
quirements and we must be cer-
tain that a new addition does not
disrupt our system.”

NSO’s Chen said that Argo,
launched a year after the five
RapidEye satellites, would require
that four of the five RapidEye
spacecraft be repositioned in orbit
so that the resulting six-satellite
formation is evenly distributed 60
degrees apart in the planned 620-
kilometer orbit. Each satellite is
expected to have a swath width of
77 kilometers and a ground reso-
lution of 6.5 meters.

NSO already operates the For-

mosat-2 satellite, which was built
by EADS Astrium of France and
launched in mid-2004. Formosat-
2 has a 2-meter ground resolution

— 8 meters for color imagery —
and a 24-kilometer swath width.

Comments: pdeselding@compuserve.com
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MISSY FREDERICK, WASHINGTON
NASA and Lockheed Martin

officials remain optimistic that
the disruption in space shuttle
external tank work caused by
hurricanes Katrina and Rita will
not result in significant delays
in getting the orbiter fleet fly-
ing again.

Work at NASA’s Michoud As-
sembly Facility in New Orleans,

where the tanks are built, is re-
suming in spite of the damage
it sustained in Katrina, poor
conditions in the the surround-
ing area, and the fact that a
large portion of the work force
remains without housing.

Only a fraction of the rough-
ly 2,000 people who work at Mi-
choud have returned to their
jobs, said Marion LaNasa, a
spokesman for external tank

manufacturer Lockheed Mar-
tin Space Systems.

NASA spokesman Martin
Jensen said it will launch the
shuttle no earlier than March,
but agency officials have said
the launch likely will not take
place before May 2006. Inter-
nal NASA memos have suggest-
ed the flight could be delayed
beyond autumn of 2006.

NASA shipped external tank

119, which it plans to use for
the next shuttle mission, from
Kennedy Space Center in Flori-
da to Michoud Sept. 27. The
hardware was expected to ar-
rive Oct. 2, Jensen said.

That tank was being pre-
pared for flight at Kennedy
when NASA officials elected to
modify it following the foam-
shedding incident during the
Space Shuttle Discovery mis-

sion over the summer. The ef-
fects of the storms led NASA to
consider doing the modifica-
t ion  work a t  Kennedy, but
agency officials ultimately de-
cided to stick with the original
plan despite the conditions at
Michoud.

Temporar y  repa i r s  have
been made to the faci l i ty ’s
roof, but conditions are still
p r imi t i ve , accord ing  to
LaNasa. The facility regained
power the week of Sept. 19,
Jensen said.

LaNasa said water has to be
brought in, and there are some
questions about the conditions
of the sewer lines. “We’re not in
a position to support the entire
2,000-person work force previ-
ously on the site,” he said.

As of Sept. 28, 240 employ-
ees had returned to the site,
and Lockheed Martin was con-
tacting specific individuals with
the skills necessary to resume
production on the tanks. The
company hopes to double the
amount of workers on site by
the end of October, LaNasa
said.

“The intention is to not have
it delay external tank work,”
LaNasa said. “The people we’re
bringing in are the priority
folks working on external tank
production. We’re putting the
focus on what we believe is the
priority, the work on the next
flight tank, while at the same
time working as hard as we can
to get all of our employees back
in place as soon as possible.”

Employees whose work is
less critical to external tank as-
sembly are being relocated to
other areas, LaNasa said.

Lockheed Martin is explor-
ing temporary housing options
for its employees, nearly half of
whom were left homeless by the
disaster, and also is reviewing
public transportation options,
LaNasa said.

One possibility discussed by
NASA and the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency is
stationing a barge near Mi-
choud to temporarily house
some 400 people, but i t  re-
mains unclear whether that will
happen.

NASA officials originally es-
t imated the damage at  Mi -
choud and Stennis Space Cen-
ter, Miss., at about $1 billion,
and Jensen declined to update
estimates of the damage.

Employees began returning
Sept . 19  to S tenni s ,  which
sustained roof damage from
Hurricane Katrina, but no dam-
age from Hurricane Rita.

Johnson Space Center in
Hous ton , meanwhi le ,  re -
opened Sept. 27, after Hurri-
cane Rita’s approach prompted
NASA to close the center Sept.
21. While Johnson was closed,
all control functions for the in-
ternational space station were
handled by Russia.

Comments: mfrederick@space.com
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å JASON LAND (above) joins
Vista Satellite Communications,
Hollywood, Fla., as vice president
of global services.

Land has more than 10 years’
experience in global satellite
communications, technical coor-
dination and broadcast television
production.

He comes  to Vi s ta f rom
Strategic Television Inc. in
Thousand Oaks, Calif., where
he served as vice president of
operations.

å PHILIPPE WILLEKENS is selected
to become the new executive di-
rector of the International Astro-
nautical Federation, a Paris-
based non-governmental
organization devoted to the pro-
motion of space activities.

Willekens has served at the
European Space Agency (ESA)
since 1987, most recently as man-
ager of the Hands-on Education
Projects for Students program.
He was previously responsible for
the Ariane assets management in
ESA’s Directorate of Launchers.

å DENNY BEAUGUREAU has been ap-
pointed the special assistant to
the director of the Defense In-
formation Systems Agency, Ar-
lington, Va.

Beaugureau previously served
as the deputy to the commander
of the Joint Interoperability Test
Command, Fort Huachuca, Ariz.

The Defense Information Sys-
tems Agency — a Department of
Defense combat support agency
— provides real-time informa-
tion technology and communica-
tions support to the president,
vice president, secretary of de-
fense, the military services and
the combatant commands.

å Analytical Graphics Inc.
(AGI), Exton, Pa., names MARC
SIMMONS (above) manager of its
business partner program. In this

position, Simmons identifies and
cultivates business partner op-
portunities with software-devel-
opment and engineering organi-
zations and markets business
partner products and services
that complement AGI’s software
suite.

Simmons comes to AGI with
14 years of experience in the
aerospace and information tech-
nology software industries. He
spent more than seven years
working in the enterprise soft-
ware arena for VERITAS Soft-
ware and the Hewlett-Packard
Co. in California.

å The Laser Inst i tute of
America (LIA) announces the
formation of a Northeast Chap-
ter. The goal is to provide laser
community networking avenues
and education for LIA members
and to serve as a recruitment tool
for potential new members. Bi-
monthly meetings will be held
throughout the Northeast with a
guest speaker or factory tour as
part of each meeting.

Five voluntary committee
chairmen — from five different
Northeast regions — will plan a
meeting in their respective area
over the next year. These individ-
uals are: BILL SHINER, IPG Photon-
ics; BO GU, GSI Group, Inc.; RON
SCHAEFFER, Photo Machining;
ROBERT BROWN, CCAT; and GEORGE AN-
DREWS, New Haven, Conn.

å NASA selects two teams to
receive the agency’s Software of
the Year Award.

A team from NASA’s God-
dard Space Fl ight  Center,
Greenbelt, Md., was recognized
for their Land Information Sys-
tem Software, and a team from
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, Pasadena, Calif., for the
Autonomous Sciencecraft Ex-
periment software.

The two winners were chosen
from nominations from NASA
centers. The competition, begun
in 1994, was designed to reward
outstanding software at the
agency.

å KEVIN CREASON, lead systems
administrator for the Interna-
tional Space Station Information
Technology (ISSIT) Production
Facility, Houston, is awarded
NASA’s Silver Snoopy Award in
recognition of his “outstanding
performance, contributing to
flight safety and mission success.”

In his tenure with Johnson
Space Center in Houston, Crea-
son successfully integrated and
deployed numerous compo-
nents of the ISSIT infrastruc-
ture that resulted in quick sys-
tem recovery and availability,
directly supporting the success-
ful completion of the space sta-
tion mission.

Comments: Tom Wiseman,
twiseman@space.com
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OCTOBER 10 - 13,2005
AGI 2005 USERS’ CONFERENCE
Wardman Park Marriott
Washington, D.C.
Registration: FREE
Calling all national security and space
professionals! Come for an hour, a day,
or all three days to experience more
than 125 technical sessions at the 2005
AGI Users’ Conference, featuring:
• AGI Technology Zone
• User Presentations
• Solution Sessions
• Technical Seminars
• "Crash Courses"
• Intro Training
• Guest Speakers
• User Group Meetings
• "Edutainment"
• Pre-Conference Day

Secure your free registration at 
www.agiuc.com !

October 17-20, 2005
Atlantic City Convention Center
Atlantic City, New Jersey
MILCOM 2005, "Innovation…Fueling the
Transformation" will be held October 17-20
in Atlantic City, NJ. The event is co-spon-
sored by AFCEA International and the IEEE
Communications Society and the corporate
host is SAIC. The technical sessions and
exhibits will focus on information relevant
to communication and information systems
capabilities that address the 21st century
challenges of National Defense and
Homeland Security.

Panel Topics Include:
• Military Innovation
• C4ISR Network Solutions 
• Innovation for Defense
• Challenges of JTRS Development
• Counter Terrorism and Homeland

Security
• Countering IEDs
• Aviation Electronics and Survivability

For more information go to
http://www.milcom.org

Contact AFCEA:
Email plans@afcea.org
Phone (703) 631-6170 or (800) 336-4583
ext. 6170
Fax (703) 631-6405

December 1-2, 2005
California Space Conference -
TRANSFORMING SPACE:
Innovation, Infrastructure, and
Intellectual Capital
Los Angeles, California
The "Transforming Space" conference will
provide business opportunities and net-
working among industry, government,
and academia for a two-day conference
that highlights the transformation of
space in the civil, national security and
commercial space sectors. Serving as
Honorary Co-Chairs are Congressman
Ken Calvert (R-CA.) and Congresswoman
Jane Harman (D-CA.). Confirmed guest
speakers include NASA Administrator
Mike Griffin; U.S. Air Force Space
Command Commander Gen. Lance Lord;
and SMC Commander Lt.Gen. Mike
Hamel. The conference concludes with
the SpotBeam Awards Dinner. For more
information and to register, go to
www.californiaspaceauthority.org or
phone 805-349-2633.

December 6 - 8, 2005
NASA - Risk Management
Conference
Orlando, Florida
NASA will conduct its premiere risk man-
agement training conference (http://rmc.
nasa.gov) from December 6 through 8,
2005, in Orlando, Florida. For the past 5
years, this conference has provided an
unprecedented opportunity for dis-
cussing risk management principles and
advances in techniques for managing
uncertainty and communicating risk
on NASA programs and projects. The
theme for this year's event is "Risk
Management: Enabling the New Age of
Exploration."

Past participants have included the NASA
Administrator, Associate Administrators,
astronauts, key management personnel
responsible for major NASA programs
and projects, project personnel responsi-
ble for day-to-day activities, industry, and
the international space community.
Complex challenges, risk balancing, and
lessons learned in implementation of risk
management are discussed, including
tools to aid and improve the risk man-
agement process. This year's program
will include approximately 40 speakers, 5
tutorials, 7 breakouts, an expert panel,
and 7 demonstrations.

November 7-9, 2005
Global MilSatCom 2005
Hotel Russel
London, United Kingdom
Global MilSatCom is the largest independent
military satellite communications confer-
ence in Europe, bringing together a dynamic
mix of over 200 military leaders and indus-
try experts.

The conference will evaluate specific doc-
trines, identify new requirements, and pres-
ent the latest developments from leading
international case studies on procurement
strategies and the operational deployment
of specific programmes.

The conference provides an excellent
opportunity to network, enhance your
organisation's profile and keep up-to-date on
the latest issues in the MilSatCom market.

For more information or to Register online
visit: www.globalmilsatcom.com

Discounts available for serving military con-
tact Teri Arri on tel: +44 (0) 20 7827 6162
or email: tarri@smi-online.co.uk
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COMMENTARY
< EDITORIAL >

Crossroads for Space
L E T T E R S

A New Agency?
There is little cause for cheer over NASA’s

plan to build the launch vehicles of the future
out of cobbled up space shuttle parts and retro-
fitting to capsules for personnel transfer. It is
hard to reconcile the yawning gap between the
NASA that so brilliantly executes the design,
construction and operation of exploratory
spacecraft with the plodding mentality at Hous-
ton’s Johnson Space Center and Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., that
never seems to get it right with launch vehicles.
Maybe it is time to start all over with a new
agency, sparked with the talent to tackle the
problem of economical space transportation
with imagination. Like the space shuttle, the
NASA plans that were recently presented to the
White House will remain a very costly system.

Edward Hujsak
La Jolla, Calif.

“Incorporating satellite components into
any terrestrial network before a disaster
strikes provides critical redundancy and

access to immediate communications
that can be easily and quickly deployed
to increase the effectiveness of disaster

recovery and relief efforts.”

Tony Trujillo
Intelsat’s Senior Vice President

of Corporate Services and
Government Relations 

testifying Sept. 29 before the House Energy and Commerce
telecommunications and the Internet subcommittee.
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On Sept. 21, as military space professionals from throughout the
United States headed to Washington for the National Defense In-
dustrial Association’s National Security Space Policy & Architec-

ture Symposium, a senior Pentagon official gave a speech that could
have profound implications for their industry.

The setting was a luncheon sponsored, coincidentally, by the same
trade group, and the speaker was Kenneth Krieg, the new U.S. under-
secretary of defense for acquisition, logistics and technology. In a nut-
shell, Mr. Krieg told the industry to brace itself for defense cuts made
necessary by relentlessly growing demands on the Pentagon’s in-
creasingly strained resources.

The message was not addressed to a particular sector, but anyone
who makes satellites, rockets, and related hardware and software
should take special notice because military space programs may be in
for a disproportionate share of the cuts that Mr. Krieg suggested are
in the offing.

Why space? Part of the reason is a growing perception throughout
the national security community that the Pentagon has lost its way in
space and things have gotten out of control.

This perception is not without justification: Virtually every major
program in the Defense Department’s nonclassified space portfolio is
behind schedule and over budget, many of them severely so. The clas-
sified side of the business is harder to gauge, but indications are that
the well-known problems with the Future Imagery Architecture spy
satellite program are just the tip of the iceberg.

On Capitol Hill, long-simmering frustration has boiled over. Reli-
able supporters of military space have become outspoken critics: “We
have heard all the excuses and they are no longer good enough,” Sen.
Wayne Allard (R-Colo.) said in a speech at the space policy symposium.

Every month or so brings new revelations about a program in trou-
ble — the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satel-
lite System being the latest example — while repeat offenders like
the Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) seem perpetually trapped in
a bad-to-worse vortex.

If there is any good news, it is that the leaders of the space com-
munity, both in industry and government, have stopped trying to
whitewash the problem. Gone is the defensive bravado that in April led
Gen. Lance Lord, the usually cerebral and reflective commander of U.S.
Air Force Space Command, to advise critics of the space acquisition
system that the system was fixed and to “get over it.” The more recent
version of that speech, delivered in early September by Gen. Lord’s
vice commander, Lt. Gen. Daniel P. Leaf, is that it is time to just get

down to the serious business of fixing the problem.
And fixing it will require a comprehensive effort on several fronts

by industry and the military.
It is well established that the Air Force needs to do more up-front

systems engineering work on space development programs and beef
up its cadre of skilled space professionals. The latter task is ab-
solutely critical: In addition to performing the systems engineering
work that has been lacking in recent years, the space cadre is needed
to help weed out the lowball bids that are pervasive in government
contracting.

Industry executives, meanwhile, have a strong interest in curbing
the win-at-all-costs mentality on the part of their bid teams. The more
problems space programs have with the byproducts of lowball bids —
cost growth and delays — the less likely Congress will be to fund any
new large programs.

Congress and senior Pentagon leaders also have important roles to
play, starting with resisting the temptation to single out space simply
because of bad publicity. If cost and schedule performance are among
the survival criteria during lean years ahead, there needs to be an
evaluation of whether space programs truly have performed worse in
those areas than complex aircraft and ship procurements. That study
should take into account the fact that satellite programs typically do
not have the luxury of amortizing research and development costs
over large production runs.

Any slowdown in space development activity should be an organ-
ized retreat rather than a demoralizing rout. The riskiest acquisition
programs should be scaled back to research and development, to be
resurrected when the technology is more mature and the budgetary
climate more favorable. The last thing anybody needs is a repeat of the
SBIRS fiasco.

And while it might make sense in certain limited circumstances to
make sole-source awards to incumbent contractors, competition is the
best way to insure innovation, and there should especially be compe-
tition in the development of new spacecraft technologies that are first
proven on experimental spacecraft for eventual use on operational
systems.

Congress should insist that the military and intelligence commu-
nities beef up their research and development efforts and provide
them the funding to do that. Proving new technologies on smaller and
less expensive experimental missions in the long run will save tax-
payers billions of dollars in cost overruns and painful delays in the de-
ployment of systems critical to U.S. national security.
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Does Space Control Equal Space Weapons?
< THERESA HITCHENS >

NASA’s planned return to the
Moon is the most exciting pro-
posed development in human

spaceflight in a generation, and it prom-
ises to be a 21st century bonanza for the
space sciences.

As designed by NASA Administrator
Mike Griffin and his team, America’s re-
turn to the Moon offers to be both af-
fordable and technologically low risk.
With their recently released plan, Griffin
& Co. have simultaneously provided
both a breath of fresh air for the future
of human spaceflight, and the opening
salvo of what will hopefully lead hu-
mankind to epic, in-person explorations
of the canyons of Mars, the ore deposits
of near-Earth asteroids and hopefully
someday to the ice-fields of the outer so-
lar system. Indeed, with luck, pluck and
perseverance, the return to the Moon
will serve as a much-needed precursor to
enable more distant journeys where no
one has gone before.

Several good motivations for return-
ing to the Moon have been cogently
made by politicians and space pundits
alike. These include a more worthy basis
for risking the lives of astronauts than
the shuttle ever provided: gaining the
operational experience needed to push
on to far-away destinations like Mars and
the continued demonstration of Ameri-
can leadership in an increasingly com-
petitive human spaceflight arena.

However, the scientific value of the

impeding return of humans to the Moon
too often has been overlooked. A power-
ful empirical demonstration of the value
of the Moon for science is in the great
scientific paradigm shifts that Apollo
provided. Despite being limited to six
simple forays, Apollo sampling expedi-
tions were responsible for spawning
both the giant impact formation para-
digm of the Earth-Moon pair, and the
broadly accepted insight that a wave of
cataclysmic planetary bombardment
very likely sparked by far-away events in
the outer solar system (the so-called Late
Heavy Bombardment) pummeled the
Moon and the inner planets some 700
million years after Earth formed.

Griffin’s planned return to the Moon
offers far more sophisticated and far
more in-depth lunar exploration than
Apollo could ever have delivered. Imag-
ine what we will know when not six, but
16 and then 60 lunar sites have been
sampled. Imagine the value of core sam-
ples drilled not three meters deep as in
Apollo, but 30, 300 and then 3,000
meters deep.

Likewise, taking advantage of the half
century of advances between Apollo and
its 21st century successor, one can only
imagine the power that modern seismic
profiling and tomography, super-sensi-
tive interior out-gassing products analy-
sis, subsurface radar imaging and so
many other techniques can bring to the
table of lunar research.

Between the in situ studies to be per-
formed on the Moon and the treasure
trove of returned samples one can antic-
ipate, it is easy to envision benefits for
planetar y  research that  l ikely  wi l l
include:

å “Poor man’s” cometary sampling
made possible by studies of returned po-
lar  vo la t i le s  emplaced by  anc ient
cometary impacts;

å The return of a treasure trove of an-
cient terrestrial meteorites yielding oth-
erwise unobtainable samples of the early
Earth that long ago were cast up to the
safe haven of the lunar surface;

å A far better understanding of the
time variation of impact hazards to
Earth, thanks to the age dating of nu-
merous cometary and asteroidal bom-
bardment craters; and,

å A deep understanding of the evo-
lution of the Moon’s geological, thermal
and chemical evolution, which will illu-
minate results that robotic missions will
return at bodies as diverse as Mercury,
Ceres, Vesta and Venus.

This list is certainly only a primitive
foreshadowing of the planetary science
that can be achieved by an extensive se-
ries of landings across the Moon, the em-
placement of an Antarctic-style outpost
and a diverse array of research stations
there like the Apollo Lunar Surface Ex-
periments Packages.

But the scientific yield of the planned
return to the Moon will not be limited to

planetary science alone. Astronomical
research should benefit if the lunar re-
turn can be leveraged into the erection
of facilities like a far side radio tele-
scope. Space biology, too, will benefit
through studies of both radiation effects
and the first long-term studies of low-
gravity effects on organisms. And both
Earth science and Sun-Earth connection
studies should benefit extensively from
the return of samples yielding a detailed
history of solar and galactic cosmic ray
fluxes, nearby supernovae, and Earth’s
passages through the dust lanes and
dark molecular clouds of the Milky Way.

And lest we forget, like the entirely
unexpected Apollo-era discoveries of
late heavy bombardment and that a gi-
ant impact on Earth was responsible for
the formation of the Moon, the greatest
discoveries of renewed lunar expedi-
tionary missions may be ones we cannot
even anticipate today.

Griffin & Co.’s return to the Moon
holds deep promise for science, just as it
does for national pride, international
prestige and preparing the way for his-
toric explorations farther afield.

Let us carry this story forward boldly
as yet another banner of motivation to
enable America’s too-long delayed re-
turn to the Moon.

S. Alan Stern is a planetary scientist and executive direc-
tor of the Space Science and Engineering Division of the

Southwest Research Institute.

What do U.S. Air Force
plans  to es tab l i sh
space control really

mean? Will the implementation
of space control through coun-
terspace operations include the
use of weapons to attack satel-
lites, or weapons based in orbit?
The answers to those questions
seem to be ever hazier as the
debate about space weapons
has emerged more fully into the
public and political domains.

One vision of space control
seems to be clearly established
by the body of official military
documentation defining that
mission, and detailing how it is
to be undertaken by the U.S.
Air Force.

For example,  the August
2004 “U.S. Air Force Counter-
space Operations Doctrine”
states: “Air Force counterspace
operations are the ways and
means by which the Air Force
achieves and maintains space
superiority. Space superiority
provides freedom to attack as
well as freedom from attack.”

It further explains that coun-
terspace includes “offensive
counterspace” operations that
“target an adversary’s space ca-
pability (space systems, terres-

trial systems, links, or third-par-
ty space capability), using a va-
riety of permanent and/or re-
versible means. The ‘Five D’s’
–-- deception, disruption, de-
nial, degradation and destruc-
tion –-- describe the range of de-
signed effects when targeting
an adversary’s space systems.”

In addition, the October
2003 “Air Force Strategic Mas-
ter Plan FY ’06 and Beyond” lays
out detailed plans for so-called
offensive counterspace systems:
“[Air Force Space Command]
will continue to pursue lethal or
non-lethal effects that in the fu-
ture would include “full spec-
trum, space-based … systems
that bring the capabil ity  of
negating adversarial space capa-
bilities.”

It would seem to be obvious
that using permanent means to
attack and destroy an adver-
sary’s space systems, specifically
satellites, would both require
weapons and represent the
weaponization of space. And it
would be difficult to interpret
the master plan’s statement
about space-based negation as
meaning anything other than
that weapons based on orbit are
being developed.

Recent statements by senior
Air Force leaders, however,
seem to tell a different space
control story.

For example, Gen. Lance
Lord, commander of Air Force
Space Command, was quoted in
a Sept. 22 article by The Wash-
ington Times: “We’re not talking
about weaponizing space.”

Similarly, his vice command-
er, Lt. Gen. Daniel Leaf, said in
an August interview with For-
eign Policy, a political magazine,
that “[offensive counterspace
operations] deny adversaries
access to space capabilities.
That doesn’t necessarily mean
combat in space or direct at-
tack on satellites.”

Both Lord and Leaf also
have asserted in their recent
public forays that the service’s
current emphasis is on the use
of temporary and reversible
means of implementing space
control, rather than destructive
weapons that would create dan-
gerous space debris.

Yet, the master plan men-
tions “lethal” means, and the
Counterspace Operations Doc-
trine lists hit-to-kill anti-satellite
(ASATs) weapons as potential
“resources and systems” for at-

tacking satellites. And there is
not a single public Pentagon
document that rules out de-
structive or debris -creating
weapons.

Further, Lord, in his Wash-
ington Times interview, stressed
that current offensive counter-
space weapons are limited to so-
called counter-communications
systems designed to interrupt
satellite signals; in other words,
jammers.

At the same time, the Air
Force’s budget request for fiscal
year 2006 includes a number of
technology research efforts ap-
plicable to both kinetic energy
and laser space weapons capa-
bilities. These include some
R&D programs that specifically
mention ASAT applications,
such as the Star fire Optical
Range laser work at Kirtland Air
Force Base in Albuquerque,
N.M. The budget documents
show those technology-develop-
ment programs costing only
some $300 million in 2006, but
doubling by 2009.

As the space weapons debate
is engaged by the U.S. Congress
later this year, it will behoove
lawmakers to ask hard questions
in order to resolve the apparent

disconnects  between docu-
ments that, at least in theory,
represent official thinking, and
the public statements of Air
Force leaders. Furthermore,
Congress must be sure to clarify
not only what space control in-
volves today, but also how the
Air Force intends to implement
its space strategy in future years.

Either the United States in-
tends to f ight in, from and
through space, or it does not.
Either the United States in-
tends to deploy anti-satellite
weapons  and/or  on -orb i t
weapons to implement that
strategy, or it does not. Either
destructive weapons that will
add to the already serious prob-
lem of space debris are being
pursued, or they are not.

Concrete answers to these
critical questions are required.
The choices to be made about
how best to ensure the future
security in space are difficult
enough even when those choic-
es are clear.

Theresa Hitchens is director of the World
Security Institute’s Center for Defense

Information, and the author of “Future Security
in Space: Charting a Cooperative Course.”



MISSY FREDERICK, WASHINGTON
An unmanned aircraft pro-

vided climate scientists an un-
precedented look at the inner-
most workings of a tropical
storm Sept. 16, gathering low-
altitude wind speed data and
other types of information that
could one day be used to pre-
dict the severity of approaching
hurricanes.

The Aerosonde aircraf t ,
equipped with meteorological
sensors , GPS receivers  and
satellite communications gear,
flew directly into the lower re-
gions of Tropical Storm Ophe-
lia as it churned off the At-
l an t i c coa s t  o f  the Uni ted
S ta te s . Ophe l i a had been
downgraded from a hurricane
ju s t  hour s  be fore  the  un -
manned drone ventured into
an area that is often too dan-
gerous for the piloted aircraft
typically dispatched to observe
severe storms up close.

“The biggest thing was just
to see if we could do it,” said Joe
Cione, a research meteorolo-
gis t  wi th the U.S. Nat ional
Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA). “The
second thing was to provide the
real-time data to the hurricane
center.”

The Aerosonde project is a
jo in t  e f fo r t  o f NOAA and
NASA. The aircraft was sup-
plied by Aerosonde, an Aus-
tralian aeronautical technolo-
g y  company  tha t  ha s  a
cooperative agreement with
NASA.

NOAA tried to launch the
aircraft twice last year but was
forced to cancel due to weath-
er conditions and range con-
s t ra int s  a t  NASA’s  Wal lops
F l i gh t  Fac i l i t y, Va . ,  the
Aerosonde’s take-off and land-
ing s i te . S ix  a t tempts  were
made this year before scientists
finally were able to get off the
ground in time for Ophelia.

The Aerosonde was outfit-
ted with a mounted version of
the GPS dropwinsonde, which
typically parachutes into storms
after being dropped by an air-
craft and measures wind speed,
temperature and barometric
pres sure , C ione  sa id . The
drone also was equipped with
an infrared sensor to measure
the sea-surface temperature be-
neath the storm, he said.

Some of the data collected
by the Aerosonde was relayed
immediately via the Iridium
satellite communications sys-
tem to NOAA’s National Hurri-
cane Center  and At lant i c
Oceanographic and Meteoro-
logical Laboratory, both in Mia-
mi. Cione said he expects to re-
ceive additional data that was
not  re layed dur ing  the
Aerosonde’s  10-hour f l ight
Sept. 30 for detailed analysis.

The Aerosonde can fly a to-
tal of approximately 2,400 kilo-
meters per flight, so storms
must be located close enough
to the shore for a mission to be
feasible, Cione said. NOAA had
hoped to fly the aircraft into
Ophelia while it was still a full-
blown hurricane, but the storm

weakened before the drone’s
arrival.

“In retrospect, it was not a
bad thing; it gave us a good test
mission to see if it could survive

it,” Cione said. Once inside the
storm, the Aerosonde flew as
low as approximately 366 me-
ters, an altitude too dangerous
for piloted aircraft, he said.

“Since manned aircraft can’t
go down there, the result is we
don’t know what’s going on
down there,” Cione said. “With
a GPS dropwindsone, you get a
snapshot, but we wanted to
sample the whole region to get
a good understanding of what’s
happening. That region is very
important because it’s where
the ocean meets the atmos-
phere, where energy is trans-
ferred from the ocean to the
atmosphere.”

The Aerosonde project is
funded for 60 more hours of
flight time this year. Cione is at-
tempting to switch the launch
location to Florida for the 2006
hurricane season, and to secure
the funding for several more
missions next year.

“We hope to get a hurricane
next time,” Cione said.

The Aerosonde will next be
used by the U.S. Air Force in
mid-October for a mission in
Guam, said Peter Bale, manag-
er of Aerosonde North Ameri-
ca, which is based at Wallops.

“We’re actually going to be
chasing super typhoons,” Bale
said, adding that the remote
Pacific island lacks an accurate
early warning system for severe
weather.

Cione expressed hope that
Aerosonde -co l lec ted data
eventually will be incorporated
into the operational weather
forecast models at NOAA’s En-
vironmental Modeling Center
in Camp Springs, Md.

Comments: mfrederick@space.com

REMOTE SENSING
Unmanned Hurricane Tracker Gets Real-World Test

Location: Northern Hemisphere

Data gathered by: NASA’s Aqua satellite

Instrument used: Japan’s Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-
EOS (AMSR-E)

Uses of information: While Northern Hemisphere temperatures cool in
September and October, warm ocean temperatures may continue brew-
ing hurricanes until November.

In this Sept. 18, 2005, image, blue indicates cool ocean temperatures
while orange indicates warmer waters capable of fueling hurricanes.

Warm ocean water forms the engine that drives a hurricane, and for
North America the engine may get its start as far away as Africa. Origi-
nating as a “seed storm,” an atmospheric disturbance called an easterly
wave travels from the west coast of Africa over the warm tropical waters
of the Atlantic, picking up steam as it moves. Tropical storms pull cool
water up from the ocean depths to replace the warm water evaporating
into the storm. As long as storms keep moving, they continue to derive
energy from the warm waters. Hurricanes that follow in their wake, how-
ever, don’t enjoy the same energy supply because earlier storms have
brought cool Atlantic waters to the surface.

When a storm tracks into the Gulf of Mexico, however, the situation
is different. Although the Atlantic has cool water beneath the surface
waters, the shallower Gulf does not. Its entire water column is warm. The
image shows widespread orange colors across the Gulf indicating the
temperature had reached 28 degrees Celsius — meaning the Gulf was
once again capable of sustaining a strong tropical storm.

GLOBAL
SNAPSHOT
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An Aerosonde aircraft (like the one being launched above), equipped with meteorological sensors,
GPS receivers and satellite communications gear, flew directly into the lower regions of Tropical Storm
Ophelia as it churned off the Atlantic coast of the United States.
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